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Mrs. Sallie Hami
Is 104 Years OH
High prices plus the stress and
strain of this modern age doesn't
seem to bother Mrs. Sallie Harrelson, a trim, cheerful Princetonian who celebrates her 104th
birthday today.
Surrounded by flowers given
her for Christmas a n d holding
several congratulatory birthday
cards, she doesn't think about
high taxes or the atomic bomb.
Her thinking centers around her
many friends and relatives, she
says.
Since her eyesight isn't too
good nowadays, Grandma Harrelson has had to almost give up
reading the newspapers, which
was once her favorite pastime.
Now she listens to the radio and
putters around the house seeing
after her clothes, making her
bed and talking to visitors.
"When nobody is looking, I
like to slip off and go outside,"
Grandma confided to newsmen.
"Every body is so afraid that I'll
get hurt if I go outside by myself," she added.
Born here January 5, 1846 and
a member of the Christian Church
for the last 75 years, Grandma
Harrelson says she thinks all the
improvements made in Princeton during her lifetime are wonderful and the people still are
"the same good people of years
ago."
Twice during the Christmas
holidays, Mrs. Harrelson attended dinners outside her home. She
gets around with ease and can
talk readily on any subject. When
asked about airplanes, Grandma
Sallie said she was interested in
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ice midnight Saturday, when ma , o the Leader, by John S. county judge.
Voting down of the hospital Club Members Tonight
postmaster.
W. L. Cash made the first Ma
The first meeting of the year
to Lieut. Gov. Lawrence
28. Mrs. Hugh Cherry bond issue was major upset of
died leukemia at St. Joseph's general election. A two-thirds ma- for the Rose and Garden Club
etherby.
jority was required to pass the will be held at George Coon. LiR. R. Estill, Lexington native, Infi Y, Louisville.
Ft nsurance rates, causing a bond issue, which received 1834 brary Thursday, Jan 5 at 7:30
as named general superintendnt, fluorspar division of the savi ($10,000 year!), to Prince- "yes" votes which 1942 voted p. m., With Mrs. Henry Sevison,
president, in charge, it was annited Coal and Coke Co., at tonia was announced Monday against the issue.
New city councilmen elected nounced Tuesday.
e Insurance Director
Eerie°, to succeed K. L. John- by
A. H. Templeton will speak on
were Claude Robinson, Frank
ton, who was transferred to Spal Southall.
Prt Ion merchants voted to Webb, J. W. Quinn, N. B. Camer- "Evergreens and Their Care."
ynch.
Colored slides of Bellingraph
April 14. Work was started spend 00 for Christmas lights. on, Lee Cardin, Tom Hammond.
Au 4, J. Roy Rosser, chief
November 1'7. I. J .Harris, lo- Gardens, Mobile, Ala., will be
esday on the sewer line for
he new Caldwell County Mem- of pol died suddenly in Hop- cal engineer, died at Illinois Cen- given. These gardens are located
kinsvi of a heart attack, en- tral Hospital, Paducah, Saturday, 20 miles south of Mobile. These
ial Hespital.
slides were sent to the local club
Nov. 12.
lkton.
Clyde Kercheval sold Princeton route
November 24. Mrs. Alvin P. by the National Council of State
Drain, manager of the
Mills business to Gardner White,
Greenville, after eight years of local •Li Penney Co., was trans- Wadlington, former Princeton- Garden Clubs.
Members and visitors are inOperating the business here with ferred Dyersburg. Tenn., and ian, died at New Grace Hospital,
his brother, the late Howard Ker- replace re by Joe McHarg, of Detroit, Mich., November 19. Fun- vited.
Annist Ia.
eral and burial occurred in
cheval.
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Dou
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Rev. George W. Filer, of LudDecember 1. Simmons restor- Joe Morey, of Paducah, recently
low, was called to fill the Pas- Green, 'ved trophy in golf
in presentation cere- ed hope that hospital be complet- visited Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Mctorate of the First Christian tourna
11 goes
tucky with
Leskovar (33) of the Unlvertit)'
Church, following the resignation monies ountry Club after the ed by announcing that several Elroy, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Malt down in the first
Prince 'tub was host to an- different ways of procuring the reY, and Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Me- through tackle for 15 yards and a
of the Ree. Tom W. Collins.
\Kentucky and Santa
needed funds are under Investi- Elroy, all of North Jefferson quarter of the game between U
April 21. It was announced by nual T. . A. tournament.
is
mday. Kentucky lost
Augus Glover J. Lewis on .getion and also urged that pledge street, and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clara isa the Orange Bowl.*RI
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New Mayor Hands
Council list Of
:ity Problems
Reduction Of Smoke
And Installation Of
Traffic Lights Face
City Administration

This cIty's new administration
will have a tough job on its
hands if it accomplishes the several tasks as outlined Monday
night by Mayor Clifton Hollowell who assumed the official
duties of chief executive Monday.
Among the ‘roblems enumerat•• .616,
ed by Mayor Hollowell for the
•
council's consideration, were the
reduction of smog within the
city, installation of traffic lights
at the Princeton Creamery and
near Goldnamer's, the erection in
stop signs at several places, parkthem, but would be "scared to ing changes in the downtown area
and the adoption of a budget.
death to ride one."
Also at the meeting, Police
a
Relatives have scheduled
Chief Harold Rudd requested that
dinner party for Mrs. Harrelson
the city provide new uniforms for
today at the home of her son, G. its policemen and recommended
G. Harrelson and Mrs. Harrelson that the city repair the jail. He
on the Eddyville road.
said, "the jail is in a bad condiPresent will be Miss Sallie, Mr. tion."
and Mrs. Grayson Harrelson, Mr.
Fire Chief Gordon Glenn made
and Mrs. Hearne Harrelson, Mr. several requests of additional
and Mrs. Sam Koltinsky, Mr. and equipment for the fire departMrs. Ralph Randolph, Miss Mat- ment. His requests included new
tie Dalton, Mr. and Mrs. George rain coats and safety helmets for
G. Harrelson, Webb Watkins, fireman, small portable battery
Dexter, Mo.; Robert Hearne and charger and fire hose.
Ann Ryder Randolph, Don, Lee,
In addition to routine business,
Howell and George G. Harrel- monthly reports of city officers
son III.
were made at the Monday sesMrs. Koltinsky will give an sion. Police court 0. 0llections for
original toast to Miss Sallie pre- December totalled $300; accordceding the dinner.
ing to a report of retiring Chief
of Police S. A. Beckner. There
were 25 cases on the December
police court docket. Bills authorizing the payment of interest
charges of $1,177.50 on water revenue bonds and $1,032.50 on. the
city's general obligation bonds
Henderson Couple To
January ls were approved
Open Dining Room And due
by the council.
Redecorate Hotel
Report of Don P. Pray, conManagement of the Henrietta tractor, in the Water improveHotel passed Monday from the ment program, which is now unhands of Mrs. Maude Stout to W. der way, called for disbursement
C. Doty, assistant manager of the in excess of $18,000 in connection
Kington Hotel at Henderson for with the improvements, making
the last two years, it is an- $40,000 since the construction
nounced.
program began last October,
The new manager and his wife, Miss Johnny Guess, city treaswho are residing at the hotel, as- urer. said.
sumed their duties here January
2 after leasing the hotel building from Mrs. Eugene Young, of Two Cases Of Scarlet
Princeton. This is the first Fever Reported Here
change in the hotel's management
- Two additional cases of scarlet
in the last 10 years.
fever have been reported the past
According to Mr. and Mrs.
Doty, a new dining room will be week, according to records in
the office of the Caldwell County
opened at the hotel and workmen
Health Department.
already are preparing to redecThey are Kenneth Patterson,
orate the lobby and rooms.
Mr. Doty, who is a native of 10-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Paris, Tenn., also said that hotel Roy Patterson, 105 Shepherdson
personnel will remain the same street, and Floretta Murray, sevand the Western Union office en-year-old daughter of Mr. and
still will be located in the hotel Mrs. Chasteert Murray, 319 Akers avenue. The condition of
lobby.
Mrs. Stout, who with her hus- both children was reported as satband, the late John Stout, leased isfactory Tuesday.
the hotel exactly 10 years ago
According to the health directhis week, said that she plans to tor, Dr. W. L. Cash, several othleave Princeton next week for er scarlet fever cases, recently
Somerset where she will join her reported, are making satisfactory
son, who manages the Stout Ho- progress.
tel in that city.
Dr. Cash also said that of the
Mr. Doty extended the general seven polio casee reported in
public a cordial invitation to vis- Caldwell county, all have made
progress toward recovery with
it him and get acquainted.
no fatalities recorded. Several of
the polio patients have made a
Hospital Receives 350
complete recovery, he added.

Henrietta Under
New Management

Cans Of Vegetables

Over 350 cans of various canned
vegetables and a large amount of
staple groceries were received at
the KU office during the holidays
when Princeton and Caldwell
county women sponsored a food
shower for Princeton Hospital,
it was announced by Mrs. Frank
Wood.

Woman's Club To
Have Anniversary Tea
The Princeton Woman's Club
will meet Friday, Jan. 6, at 2:30
p. m. at George Coon Library for
Its anniversary tea. Mrs. Clyde
Kercheval, program chairman,
will introduce Mrs. J. Gordon
Lisanby, who will give a book
review of "Legend of the Black
Madonna." Members and their
guests are cordially invited.

Study Center Course
To Be Offered Here
A study center course for
teachers or anybody desiring to
take college work will be organized at 10 am. Saturday, January 7, at the Courthouse by M. 0.
Wrather, assistant to the president of Murray State College, it is
announced.
NEW YEAR DRUNKS
Eight Christmas holiday Nivelers welcomed the dawn of 1950
rough the barred doors of the
cit jail, police announced this
Wee

Exhibit Of Paintings
Scheduled At Butler
Reproductions of work, of artists of many generations will be
on display from Friday. January
6, through Friday, January 13,
at the Butler High School auditorium, it is announced.
This collection consists of 150
masterpieces representing t h e
French, Italian, Flemish, English,
Dutch, Spanish. German and
American schools of art. Famous
portraits, landscapes, marines,
and pastoral scenes in the colors
of the original canvases will be
on display, it was said.
There will be a small admission charge with the proceeds to
be used to purchase one of the
pictures to be displayed at the
school.

Education Is Subject
Of Rotary Address
B7d7.Moore, of the Slat;Department of Education, was guest
speaker at the regular weekly
meeting of the Princeton Rotary
Club Tuesday night at the Firs
Christian Church. He spoke c
"Education in Kentucky."
Other guests at the meeting
eluded David Alexander, JuT
Rotarian for January, a is d
guest, Don Gregory Also at
meeting, Burk] Hollowell
awarded a five year perfect
tendance pin.
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Little Chips

hursduy, Jrin
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PINCH and PUNCH

NEWS iTEM: Indonesia
achieves independence
from the Netherlands on
1 January in peaceful
transfer of sovereimstif
after three years of
U.N. concilietion.

By J. S. H.

Br.•tury Of State, is a recognized
painter. Senora de la Colina,
wife of the Mexican Ambassador, designs all her own clothes
About 25 billion tin
and makes many of her own cos- used in the United Ste
year.
tumes.
Cornelius Vanderbilt
hi r s
Nevada is the only at
Whitney, beautiful young wife of
United States in whit.
the under secretary of conunerce, rainfall
is less than a fo
is an accomplished musician.
The heaviest record
Mrs. Clark Clifford is also a
painter, specializing in clowns, In 24 hours was at Bag
New Hampshire scenes and salt in the Philippine Islan
marshes. Mrs. Hugo Black, wife
Many of the things
of the associate justice of the
ed pumpkins are reall
Supreme Court, and Mrs. Estes
Kefauver, wife of the democratFried ants, eaten b
ic senator from Tennessee, also pie in South
Africa,
are painters.
have a high vitamin
• • •
The U. S. Bureau
Handsome Gen. Patrick Hurley,
former U. S. Ambassador to Chi- tion estimates wester
na, and his equally handsome rivers could generat
•
wife, celebrated their 30th wed electricity in a year
000
barrels
of
anniversary
the
ding
°tiler day.
petrole
Their beautiful residence on in steam plants.
Massachusetts Avenue, Italian in
Schoodic Point,
influence, with its magnificent
farther into the Atlan
tapestry-hung walls, and exqui- other
point of rock on
site objets d'art, was the setting coast.
for the celebration. Such bigwigs as the Chinese Ambassador
Big Bend National
Park
and Mine. Wellington Koo, the named because it lies se a
French Ambassador and Mme. U-turn in the Rio Grande
Monnet, and Mme. Pandit, Am- in Texas.
bassador of India, were present
The deepest lake in
to toast the popular couple.
America is believed to be
• • •
The United States' recently ap- Lake, Oregon.
pointed Ambassador to YugoslaGlacier National Park,
via, George Venable Allen, and tana, has
more awn 1,000
his attractive wife set sail for of trails.
their new life abroad right afItems of interest, includina
ter Christmas The former assistant secretary of state for public rent newspapers, will be
affairs and Mrs. Allen are indulg- for 100 years in a stainless
ing in a good old fashioned cylinder at Alexandria, Va.
Christmas this year with their
Scientists are making s
young sons, four-year-old Richard Allison, George, Jr., 14, and minerals at high pre
stainless steel "bombs".
John Martin, 11.
Richard will accompany his
•
parents to Yugoslavia. The two been brought to her n
older youngsters will remain be- friends by Mrs. James K. V
hind with friends, joining the man, wife of the governor
family in June. They're looking Federal Reserve Board.
forward to making the plane trip
Just back from a Eur
abroad all by themselves.
jaunt, on which she visited
• • •
Mesta, 14re .Vardaman says
Word from Mrs. Pe-le Mesta, lady m.nister is "in the
Washington's A Number One busy fpm morn 'till night
hostess before she took over as her jo , and getting ready
U. S. minister to Luxenbourg, has to Swi erland to make a s

Do You Kno

The passing of New Year's ends of his new son. Several asked
the holiday fun, but it doesn't Cliff to model in his new suit be
cure all the headaches. Now cause they said they knew he
comes the painful attempt to col- couldn't get into anything he
led accounts before banks and wine before the blessed t vent.
newsprint concerns start sending
• • •
When J. T. Martin came in to
insulting notices via Uncle Sam.
re-new his subscription to The
• • •
If most veterans are like this Leader last week, he told a memNow is the time, if not earlier, to clear the dining room table, editor, they'll need those GI in- ber of the staff he had been a
assemble a batch of sharpened pencils and start sorting cancelled surance refunds, which the Gov- subscriber for about 30 years. In
checks, receipts, invoices and other records that bear the answers to ernment will start passing out this fact, he said, about the first
all those blanks on your income tax return.
month, to pay for all the "de- thing he did after getting ,marFor farmers this is a tedious task, so it can't all be done at a llghtful little toys," Mammy ried was subscribe to this paper.
single sitting. The law provides that they have up to January 15, bought Junior Christmas. Al- Yes, Sir, this editor considers
1950, to file an estimated return on 1949 income. If the estimate though Christmas is history by that a compliment.
is filed on or before January 15, then a full payment of the income about two weeks, Chip, our 14•
tax estimated is required, and a 'final and corrected eturn must he month-old alarm clock, hasn't had
filed by March 15. However, a new provision in the law this year time to find out exactly what he
gives farmers upuntil January 31 to file a complete return with the did get from Santa.
_full amount of the tax payable as computed on the return, In this
• • •
—Three years it took them
case, the farmer would not be required to file an estimated return.
Members of the Princeton Cof—So you would rather have spent them in a fox hole?
Obviously the filing of the one and complete return would be the fee Drinkers Club put Cliff Wood
simplest thing to do. This can be done any time after a farmer reon a style parade after the birth
the cycle completed." From our mer was maddest.
By W. G. Rogers
ceives his tax return blanks up until January 31.
•
The merciless gathering of
THE SCAPEGOAT, by Jocelyn first glimpse of Duncan, "crouchOther than the fifteen days additional time which farmers are
fateful events makes gripping
Brooke (Harper; $2.50)
ed" in the corner of the railway
given for filing complete returns this year, there are no changes in
figures of uncle and nephew. We
Duncan Cameron, a 13-yearcompartment, heading for the will not
the law over last year.
—(The Shelby News)
forget how they were
old boy whose father has long "inevitable;"
from our first trapped, without
a chance, in utbeen dead and whose mother dies
glimpse of Gerald angrily slap- ter helplessness,
like the rabbit
suddenly, goes to live with his
ping his riding crop against his
caught in poacher Tylor's noose
uncle, Gerald March ... and then
leg, we are guided subtly into a
and killed with a stone; and we
and there begins this overpowerworld of strange, unfamiliar and
When the Twentieth Century came into being it was heraldea
must wonder fearsomely whether
ing novel from England.
uncontrollable
forces.
as the dawn of a new era. The powerful stanza of "Lest We Forwe are not trapped, too.
DICK OBERLIN
The boy dreads the change; and
It
was
on
the
head
of
a
scapeget," that Rudyard Kipling wrote in the Recessional for Queen
•
WHAS
I a soldier, Jim Tylor, encountered goat that Biblical Jews piled all
Victoria's Diamond Jubilee in 1897 marked the closing of that im:NEWS_ DIREC.T9IL„,,,j by chance, helps to brighten his their sins, and Brooke's novel has
perial epoch known as the Victorian Age.
downcast mood. The uncle, too, to do with such a primordial
The Twentieth Century is now half gone. What are its prosFor the next few months gen- dreads it; he is not sure he will sacrifice. He points the way to
pects now? It is almost too difficult to say because man's vision has eral news is going to run a bad like a boy under foot in . his it with
infallible little touches,
become so enlarged, his horizons so expanded and the new frontiers
second to what the lawmakers do house or running over his unprof- like a singing in the ears, a rotwhich have been opened are so tremendous. It is a good thing, in Frankfort, where the Kentucky itable acres. But they grow fond ting body
of a sheep, a pair of
however; that the history of the past half century should be review- legislature has convened for its of each other. Then their atti- handcuffs,
a bonfire, a patch of
By Jane Eads
ed on the theory that history is the best prophecy and that sound regular biennial session, and in tudes shift, Tylor enters the hellebore,
and even the boy's ocWashington — The Capital's
planning or forecasting should be based upon an appraisal of the
Washington, where the second scene again, and we reach the cult age of 13. "I don't know," top ladies don't spent all their
situation as it stands.
session of the 81st Congress has climax.
the bewildered and lost child says time giving parties and going to
So much for the facts, the sort again and again. At first it them. Many have talents that ocThe most fantastic predictions were made at the beginning of been called to order.
the Twentieth Century as to what might happen and what has hapThis Kentucky general assem- of facts common to many stories. sounds like a stupid remark. But cupy part of their time. Mrs.
pened is so much more impressive than the most extreme of these bly has an opportunity to accom- But there are facts here of anoth- then we come to realize that this Truman, for example, is an expredictions that they seem ridiculous.
plish a good many things. Very er category, an ominous array of despairing ignorance is the final cellent cook. She doesn't do the
As a peg to hang some history on, Time Magazine has under- constructive things. The chances them lurking in the background wisdom. Neither does the tide family cooking these days, but
and springing terrifyingly to the know, nor the lightning, nor the she knows all about kitchen mattaken to pick,.instead of a Man of the Year, a man of the half cen- are good; though, that it won't.
High on the agenda will be a foreground on the last page, at storm nor the scarificial rock .. . ters and does oversee the prepartury." It has selected Winston Churchill, certainly one of the greatest men who ever walked this earth. He, himself, is somewhat list of proposed changes in the the ancient dolmen, with a note but it stood there, after waiting ation of certain dishes and condoubtful of his own England, which in wartime rallied to his thun- state law which has been prepar- of music in the distance, when through, the ages, ready for that cerns herself with menus.
dering voice calling upon the little island so to live that if it con- ed by the Statutes Revision Com- finally "the rites are observed, Midsummer's Eve when midsumMrs. Dean Acheson, wife of the
tinued a thousand years the trying days of the blitz would be "the mission. As this is written, these
finest hour." Mr. Churchill since the war has quoted the words of changes have not actually been
recommended, but it took no cryshis ancestor the Duke of Marlborough when he said:
tal ball to interpret the stories
"Our God and our soldier we alike adore
which have been coming out o,f
When at the brink of ruin, riot before;
Frankfort as those hardworking
Whet, after deliverance, both alike requited,
individuals went about their business.
Our God forgotten, and our soldiers slighted."
They have found a number of
We do not believe, however, that the second half of the Twentieth Century will show that there is such ingratitude or forget- ways to greatly improve and
streamline our state government.
fulness.
We have thought that Vice President Alben W. Barkley merited The ones generally regarded as
selection as Man of the Year and if a man for the single year of 1949 most important have been discushad been selected no doubt he would have been seriously considered. sed previously in this column.
The complexion of the legislaThe New York Times Sunday magazine section and Time Magazine
in picturing the events of the half century both use the pictures of ture is such that we can expect
the three great figures of World War II, Roosevelt, Stalin and some fireworks, some public reChurchill. A poll of newspaper men, taken by the United Press bellion against certain items
to select the man Who had had the most influence for good or evil Gov. Clements will suggest.
But it will be rebellion aimed
in the half century, selected Mr. Roosevelt first and Adolph Hitler
Optic:mai on De lax. Mode
Erdro Cott
second. Though the influence of Hitler for evil is. not questioned, at informing the public, rather
legislation,
than
blocking
actually
we think it can be discounted because it has been so thoroughly
liquidated. Though the question related to influence within the first because Mr. Clements obviously
half of the century, when such a life carries within itself the seeds has excellent control over this
cause in strong positions we think it can be looked upon as wholly assembly.
Most interesting to most of us
of its own distruction and faits to leave lasting adherents to its
will be the political maneuvera failure even for the ill-advised purposes it sought.
ings which will prompt much of
Mr. Churchill's life and career really extend throughout the
the action, the shouting and the
whole of the half century in which the history of England and that
furore.
of the United States have been closely linked.
Gov .Clements is almost certain
This country has had its own tremendous and historic changes. to make the race for the DemocraThe "horse and buggy days" have gone in favor of the automobile. tic senatorial nomination. And
The radio, electric refrigerator, modern grocery and methods of there are many observers (include
food preservation, steam heat, electric lights, airplane, moving pic- me in this group) who belive
ture and other devices, if not wholly the gift of this half century, that Harry Lee Waterfield might
have been developed largely within it. We need not cite the terrors again tangle with the political
of possible germ warfare, atomic destruction or guided missiles to master from Morganfield.
note the wonders or' the age. Einstein may be the leading figure of
The status of t he long-time
its scientific achievement but there are so many other names such
The Styleiin• De •4-Door Sedan
working arrangement between
as Ford, Edison, Orville Wright, Curie, Walter Reed and others that Ben Kilgore and Mr. Waterfield
they can hardly even be mentioned in a brief summary.
might have something to do with
The lessons of two world wars and a depression bring warning how loud Harry Lee is in his opthese things must not be again. The new half century can be made position to some of the Clements'
the happiest and most successful and heartening man has ever known program.
If Mr. Kilgore has decided
an this planet.
—(The Lexington Herald)
against running for public office
again right now, Mr. Waterfield
Chevrolet for '50 brings you the best of everything
Kentucky On The March
in detail below. And they also bri you quality
might possibly lead some thunat lowest cost ... greater beauty...finer performderous minority opposition.
feature after quality feature of styli riding coinWaterfield supported Kilgore in
ance with economy ... outstanding driving ease,
fort, safety and dependability ordin ly associated
a race several years ago, you recomfort
and safety!
By Ewing Galloway
call, and the positions were rewith higher,priced cars, but found o in Chevrolet
One of the toughest jobs before the Legislature is making a versed when Waterfield sought
Here, in Chevrolet for '50, are the finest values
at
such low prices and with such I. cost of opergood welfare law. No legislation seems to present as many knotty the Democratic nomination won
the leader has ever offered to the motoring public.
problems. If I were a member of the General Assembly I would
by Earle Clements.
ation
and upkeep.
These thrilling new Chevrolets are available in
thank the presiding officer in my branch if he would keep me off
As the state senators and repreCome in. See these superb nc hevrolets for
the committee on welfare. U I had to serve I probably would make sentatives prepare to actually get
14 surpassingly beautiful Styleline and Fleetline
a nuisance of myself trying to get a law that would provide better down to business next week, we
body-types. They bring you a choice of two great
1950—the
smartest, liveliest, most werful cars in
treatment of the needy aged, the blind, and of dependent children, urge them for the sake of restorengines and two great drives—the Automatic Powerall Chevrolet history—and we bel e you'll agree
and that would make it hard for abledhodied chiselers to get the tax ing some of the confidence and
payers' money.
respect of ordinary voters in
Team* and the Standard Power-Team—described
they're FIRST AND FINEST AT WEST COST!
In stating the case for a better welfare program in the Commit- their elected officials to try to
tee for Kentuckys blueprint for progress, Louise Diecks, Oscie Sand- remember they are representaers, and Harold Wetzel cover the subject exceptionally well gener- tives of the people, and not a
ally. They point out that Kentucky's grants for public welfare are bunch of boys playing hookey
ONLY LOW-PRICED CAR TO OFFER A CHOICE OF STANDARD OR AUTOMATIC D
ING
among the lowest in the Nation. But the report is mainly a plea for from school to attend a circus.
There were too many schoolTHE AUTOMATIC POWER-TEAM .
money, wider distribution, to "provide financial assistance for all
THE STANDARD POW
AM
boys—who acted like schoolboys
persons in need."
(lust by Chavrohtt—Provod by
(Outstanding for Standard Driving Ease
—in
the
last
two
sessions.
C.hovrolot—Exclusive to Chevrolet)
If I had been a member of the committee drafting the program
. and Economy)
In Washington, Congress is facNEW POWERGLIDE AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION—for
I would have emphasized unmistakably the necessity of providing
HIGHLY IMPROVED, MORE PO
I IL VALVE-INing
grave
some
national
very
and
finest Automatic Driving (with no clutch pedal-no clutch pushevery sound legal safeguard against giving financial aid to people
HEAD ENGINE (with Power-Jet carbu r and larger exhaust
ing-no gearshiftine). It combines with Chevrolet's new Econovalves). The fine standard Chevrolet
unable to prove they are really in distress and not faking excuses international problems. They are
nc now made even
miser High-Reduction Axle to bring you an entirely new kind of
complex and difficult. The Taftfiner . . . giving you more power,
to get'support from the public treasury.
responsive pickup,
driving . . . low-cost automatic driving that is almost 100%
Hartley
Act.
Should
it
be
repealgreater
over-all
performance
... plus t utstanding economy
Nothing 'could be worse than giving welfare agents a free
effortless ... ft's the simple, smooth and thrifty automatic transed,
amended
for
or
left
unchanged?
which
Chevrolet
has
always
been ed. THE FAMOUS
hand in passing out money as they please. Give thi average small
mission. NEW 105-H.P. VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE (with
SII.ENT SYNCHRO-MESH TRANS SION (with ExtraPower-Jet carburetor and Hydraulic valve-lifters). Here's the
bureaucrat a blank checkbook against the bank account of a state, Civil Rights. Should that proEasy Hand-E-Gearshift). Long recogn
gram
be
pushed
again
by automotive enat
the
risk
most powerful, as well as the most thoroughly proved engine, in
a comity, or a municipality, and he or she will make Santa Claus look
gineers and the motoring public alike,
e pattern of smooth,
of again stirring up violent conthe low-price field . . . giving performance extraordinary . . .
like a skinflint by comparison.
quiet gear transmissions
. assuring c mcly simple and easy
troversy? Aid to Europe. Will we
together with traditional Chevrolet economy in over-all driving.
gearshifting . . . in fact, owners say c it car operation, next
That "Freedom from Want" stuff is being overdone, in your continue it on its
present scale?
'Optional on De Luxe Models at Extra Cost
to automatic driving itself.
weekly essayist's private opinion. Dig up your December Reader's And taxes.
Digest and read an article about chiselers and unemploment insurImplicit in everything done in
ance, if you haven't feed it already. Welfare chiselers are the same Washington is the effect it will
CHEVROLET
types and use the same phoney methods.
have, one way or another on your
. Members of the Assembly will .find'the report and recommen- pocketbook. If yontstem to think
dations of the committee to be a veritable textbook on welfare leg- that right now 30 cede of every
rules that should facilitate aid to the truly worthy and make it as dollar you earn Is being paid to
tuition. All that's missing is stronger emphasis on doubly strict 1seal, state and national taverntough as all git out for chiselers to get a living out of the public ments in taxes, you ml
pays
W. Market St.
treasury, through fraud. Obtaining financial aid under false pre- little more attention
Phone
nform
tenses should be punishable by a yeti or more in one of the state's yourself better on w
going
penitentiaries, where offenders would have to work for their keep.
On.
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In tobacco and other cuvtli
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crops, most farms have labor
i.m4-1
keep
or
cows
few
a
milk
n
liVsstock. With hots,e.gutpw
feeds, and often home-produced
stock, profits are almost assured.
Farmers in more than half of
now
the counties in Kentucky are
imusing artificial breeding to
prove their herds.

Dairying Near Top
On Kentucky Farms

Dairying now ranks second
only to tobacco as a source of income on Kentucky farms, according to the Agricultural Experiment Station at Lexington. Total
state income from dairying may
exceed $180,000,000 in 1849.
maThe U. S. Bureau of Recla
Increase in alfalfa, clovers and
tes 16,840,000 more
estima
tion
and
more
and
other hay crops
could be irrigated in westbetter grass are encouraging dai- ticres
.
states
ern
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rying. With restricted acreag
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ess, they immediately
filed their suit to put the A&P out of busin "allegations" against
on
ingt
Wash
in
rs
lawye
trust
antithe
When
d States a story giving in detail their
handed out for all the newspapers of the Unite
this company.
they had made,
side of the case, they protested, even though that would series
When we published advertisements giving our
charg
in speeches and over the radio these
and have continued to make, in newspapers, ved by the public.
belie
were
ously damage our business, if they
want to deal
patronize A&P stores. Many of them would not
Every week millions of American housewives rs represent us to be.
with the kind of people that the anti-trust lawye
for millions of
old business which has made it possible employment
wage
We think we have a right to protect this 90-year
for their money, which is providing high- sof distributing
American families to get more and better food
ons of farmers to improve the methods
milli
ng
helpi
is
for 110,000 Americans and which
their produce.
•
rust lawyers were always right.
No answer by us would be necessary if the anti-t
wrong.
But they, like all other human beings, can be
In this case we know they are wrong.

They have been wrong before.

be utterly without ions.
against A&P which were proved in court to
In case after case they made charges
dation.
hilt.
We will prove that statement right up to the
Danville, Illinois.
won a previous anti-trust suit against us at
The anti-trust lawyers tell the public that they
They did.
courts all over
case after case against the A&P in federal
What they do not tell you is that they brought
suffered three defeats.
the United States. Before the4A1won this case they
rieht. We think
about the time that the courts saW they were
The anti-trust lawyers have to d everybody
the courts said they were wrong.
you are entitled to know about the three times
all of them
In future advertisements we will tell you about
Now we are going to tell you about the first one.

These charges were false.
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The Washington Bread Case
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e to believe that
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Pleasant Grove
By NIL:. Nola Wilson
We are glad to report a fine
Christmas. It seems as if Santa
had an abundance of gifts, although we have had no snow so
far, We look for it later on,
though. The majority of our
folks are able to be up.
Mrs. Annie Rogers, who has
been ill for some time of pneumonia, is very ill.
Mrs. Charles Newsom is better after haying been ill of bronchitis.
Mrs. Omer Cook is getting
along fine after having typhoid
fever.
Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Overbey
recently entertained with a
bountiful buffet supper. A large
crowd was present.
Rev. G. C. Meadows and a large
crowd enjoyed the supper at the
Felix Mitch-ell home.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Teasley and daughters, of Detroit,
Mich., recently visited their parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Rogers.
Preaching by the pastor Saturday and Sunday had a good atREPORTED FIANCEE OF KING: Narrlman Sadek, 16-year-old
tendance. Sunday School had 58
daughter of an Egyptian civil servant, is the reported fiancee of
present. Visitors Sunday were
Egypt's King Farouk. The New York Post said that the king, desMessrs. Howard ,Raymond ,Woodpite opposition of the royal family, plans to marry her Feb. 11, his
row and Byron Teasley, of De30th birthday. The Egyptian embassy in Washington denied that
troit ,Mich.; Mr. Wyatt, ScottsKing Farouk had split up the romance of Miss Sadek and Zaki
burg; Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wyatt
Hachian, 27-year-old Harvard-educated economics expert of the
and little4laughter, of HopkinsUN delegation from Egypt. (AP Wirephoto via radio from London)
ville; Mr.\ Clyde Haile, Bainbridge; Mr. Nello Storms, of Ft. ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff RIGHTEST
ARE BALDER
Benning, Ga.; Mr. Huel Teasley Rogers
Paris -(AP)- Rightest poliand Maurine Sunday.
and Mr. Earl Vinson.
The Claud Storms entertained ticians are more inclined to baldNorine Teasley recently visited
ness than those of the left, aca large crowd Monday.
Irene and Glenda Ann Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd and cording to Monsieur Jules, offiMiss Nola Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Poindexter, Mr. and Mrs. sons attended the Golden Wed- cial barber of the French NationDenzil Crowe and Paul were din- ding anniversary of Mrs. Ladd's al Assembly. Jules, who reckons
he has cut the hair of about 35
parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. I. Teasper cent of the deputies during
ley, at Cedar Bluff Sunday. A the year, says that
FEDERAL LAND BANK
the old Chamlarge crowd, including children. ber of the Third
Republic showLOANS
in - laws, grandchildren, and ed about
20 per cent less baldOffer
great-grandchildren were present. ness than the present
National
We wish them many more years Assembly of
the Fourth RepubCHEAP MONEY TO
together.
lic.
Mr. and MtL L. W. Rogers enFARMERS Through
THREE RIVERS NAIL FARM tertained Sun' with a dinner. Faye and Ronnie, Nello Storms
Present were Mr. and Mrs. Press and Elliot Mitchell, Garnett OliLOAN ASS N.
Lilly, Mr. and Mrs. Denzil Ful- ver, Jonathan McCormick, GilLoans made on good farms ler and Linda, Wanda and Gary, mer and C. B. Rogers.
from 10 to 33 years at 4% la- Rec. G. C. Meadows, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Overbey
terest on amortised payments Felix Mitchell, Mrs. Raymond entertained with a dinner SunTeasley, Mrs. Etta Pollard, Mr. day in htnor of Mrs. Overbey's
SEE
and Mrs. Ralph Rogers, Mr. Bry- birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd and
ant Oliver, Mrs. Esther May
J. D. ALEXANDER
Kaufman and Gregory, Mr. and Mrs. Zora Wilson entertained
Secretary - Treasurer
Mrs. Aaron Rogers, Mr and Mrs. DeCember 23 with a bountiful
Dial 3351 - Princeton, Ky. Waylon Rogers and Nancy, Mr. supper. Present were Mr. and
and Mrs. Johnnie Rogers a n d Mrs. Claud Storms, Robbie and
Joe; Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd,
Royce and Billie; Mr. and Mrs.
Ratliff Rogers and Maurine; Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Rogers; Mrs. Etta
Pollard, Mr. and Mrs. Garnett
Overbey; Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Cravens and Linda; Mr. and Mrs.
R. W. Keller, Anna Lee, Betty
and Roy Eugene; Mr. and Mrs.
Gordon Cravens, Cliff, David and
Peggy Ruth; Mr. and Mrs. Billie Cravens, Mary Arm and VirThe Kentucky Rendering Works will p!ck
ginia Katherine; Mr. and Mrs.
Press Lilly; Mr. and Mrs. Merl
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
Keller and Wayne; Mr. and Mrs.
Denzil Fuller, Linda, Wanda and
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
Gary; Mr. and Mrs. Harold P'Pool
and Barbara; Mr. and Mrs. Ardaily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
den Higdon; Mr. and Mrs. WayIon Rogers and Nancy; Miss Nola
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh McGowan and Don; Mr. Alton Haile,
Mr. and Mrs. Loel Haile, Ozelle,
Blondell and Jackie, and Mrs.
We pay all phone charges.
Lula Cook. We wish them many
Phone 3698
more happy years.
Princeton, Ky.

U she sits to work.
Mr. and Mrs. Whitt
doing
the remodeling,
AN a result of eurryind a 4-H
Installing running wit
club dairy project for the past
sink In the kitchen.
nine years, Miss Delma Dawson,
Campbell
has
now
county
of
30,
The oak is a mem
a herd of 12 registered Holstein family of beeches, and
cattle. During the past year she over 200 species of the
showed two of her animals in
eight shows or fairs, receiving a
total of $230 in premiums. As
state dairy project champion, she
'tended the National 441 Club
, ongress in Chicago.
In addition to her dairy project, she also carried poultry and
garden projects for two consecu-

4-H State Champion
Owns 12 HoIstains

Joe Louis May Be
Forced To Fight
Again For Title

By Frank Eck
New York - Joe Louis is giving a good example of how to loge
friends and, discourage heavyweights from taking up boxing
as a career.
The Brown Bomber, who made
friends wherever he fought during his 12-year reign as world's
heavyweight boxing champion,
now has come to the point where
11110aWi.i
Lpr
he is scoring knockouts in exhiWhen mr.W Mrs. R. C. Whitebition bouts. And the fellows becounty started
Rockcastle
of
aker
ing knocked out are some of his
remodeling the kitchen of the
old friends, the sparring partners
house they bought recently, they
who helped keep him in shape
put to use some of the ideas Mrs. Sanitize poultry's drill
when he ruled the roost.
water this easy way--u,
Whitaker had learned in her
Salsbury'.Gerrnex. Rehm,
Louis is fighting only because
homemakers club.
he needs ready cash. Though his
spread of disease by kik
In planning the heights of difshare of purses in 26 championing many germs in
ferent cabinets, they checked
ship fights amounted to $2,668,ERVE YOURSELF": Billy Shoemaker, 8, of Dayton, 0 io, (le ) Mrs. Whiteaker's height and
the water. Germet
113, the feeling all around is that is shown after he followed instructions, he shoved his hand into the made them
is odorless, tasteto fit her needs. One
he never got to keep much of it. dispensing pop corn machine too far. Police and firemen worked
less. Use it for all
cabinet was made a comfortable
Recently he had a $57,000 tax for an hour to free hit. At right is an unidentified fireman. (AP
disinfecting. Ecoheight for mixing, another for
lien hanging over his head. With Wirephoto)
nomical. Ask for
rolling dough, meat pounding and
exhibition bouts bringing him
the like, and a third for cutting. Germex here.
Michigan
REPEATED
NAP
Detroit,
IS
bouts
round
in
roughly $5,000 a match, even $57,WOOD DRUG S
Chicago -(AP)- Miss Joan She also has a pull-out board
000 is a pretty penny to gather has put a ban on boxing exhibiplaced so that it is over her lap
PRINCETON, KY,
together.
Edwards went to a movie. She
tions.
Last March, Louis wound up a
If the tars tire of seeing Louis fell asleep and woke up to find
five-month tour which netted him
on exhibition the man who held the theater dark, deserted and
$210,000 in 41 bouts. His showings took him through the west, the title longer than any heavy- locked. She called the police to
south, Cuba, the Dutch West In- weight in history may be forced get her out. That's happened bedies and even to far off Manilla. to return to real action for a fore, you say? That's what Miss
crack at the crown now held by Edwards said.
Then the tax lien came to light.
She recalled that
Last October, he said maney Ezzard Charles.
14 years ago, when she was six,
lured him back on the exhibition
Surely, Louis.isn't fighting becircuit. Thus he began another cause he likes it. The task of get- she did the same thing.
tour that was reminiscent of his ting down to good fighting weight money."
"Bum of the Month Club" during has been a Louis problem since
Your attention is called to the
Princeton, Ky.
his rise to the title in 1937. Only 1946. Four years of inactivity had last two words "most money."
this time it was bum of the week. its toll and the once 202-pound After a South American tour,
In the final three months of 1949, Joe now is a rather plump 222.
Louis may change his mind'about
Louis boxed close to 90 rounds, "If I fight again," Louis said "retirement." It is the hunch of
giving him a total of more than recently in Des Moines, "it
will be this writer that the Brown Bom158 rounds in some 34 bouts dur- Ezzard Charles, of course. He's ber will be forced to make
a
ing 1949.
Dial 2063
the best heavyweight around and comeback in New York next
As a result of his two five- the match will draw the most summer.

i

Pasteurized
DAIRY PRODUCTS

0,414A•e BIG VALUE-PACKED

EARAN
HATS
now $1.95 and $3.95

SALE

SWEATERS

All Remaining Winter

SKIRTS

One Group
Formerly
$6.95 - $7.95

$4.95

One Group
Formerly
$6.50

$3.95

Cad a sitit

ON WILL VS'4' AND '6'STATION WAGONS

FUR TRIM COATS
2 Coats-formerly $100.00 now $69.95
5 Coats-formerly $85.00 now $59.95
2 Coats-formerly $65.00 now $49.95
One Group
One Group
One Group

High - Medium- Low Heels

Regular $12.95
now $7.95
Regular $10.95
now $5.95
Regular $8.95
now $4.95
Regular $6.95
now $3.95
SUEDE WEDGES
ONE GROUP... Regular $6.50 and $6.95

Now Only $3.95

115 Kentucky Ave.

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES, Dealer
Phone 2408

Now Only $2.95

now $29.95
now $39.95
now $49.95

ONE RACK. . . Regular $8.95

CHENILLE ROBES

Now $19.95

Now Only $3.95

to $49.95

99

DRESSES drastically reduced!
One Rack
One Rack
One Rack

now $10.95
now $ 8.95
now $ 6.95
All pother Dresses Greatly Reduced!

Stone Motor Co., Distributors
Paducah, Ky.

ONE GROUP... Regular $5.00 and $5.95

Formerly $33.95 to $75.00

reducing car speed . .. gives extra mileage, quieter operation, longer engine
life. Come in and see the many other
features of these great cars-roadsmoothing Planadyne suspension ... allsteel body.
...low-pressure tires ... washable interior.
... super-visibility.
... easier
maneuverability of 104-in. wheelbase.

now $3.95

DRESS SUEDE SHOES

SUITS

With Overdrive Your Car Travels 42% Farther on Each Turn of the Engine

One Group

Entire Suede Stock Reduced!

UNTRIMMED COATS

StaWon*op
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Overdrive at NO Extra Cost

IT'S TWO CARS IN ONEI
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Edinburgh, Scotland, has a population of 500,000.
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KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS

On most cars, you must pay up to $100
or more EXTRA for overdrive. On
Willys "4" and "6" Station Wagons, you
pay NOTHING extra for overdrive, the
fuel-stretching "cruising gear" that
travels you 42% farther on every turn
of the engine. At speeds over 30, overdrive cuts engine speed 30% without
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A musical group precedes her
Her women !viands shout a shrill
accompaniment.
When she arrives at the groom's
home, a lamb is killed at her
feet. Then heavily veiled, she is
hurried to the women's section
of the house.
In an adjacent room—separated
from his bride by a wall—the
groom gives his pledge to honor
and love the bride. Normally he
has seen her only once before in
his life and never spoken to her.
Even then, after the groom has
gone through the ceremony, the
bride does not join him. Her father or an elder member of the
family is delegated to sign the

At The Churches
FInsT ell

BASTIAN
Geo. W. Filer, Minister
Services: .
Church School at 9:41i a. to
Worship Service at 11:00 a. m.
CYF meets at 6:00 p. m. each
Sunday.
Evening Worship at 7:00.
Choir Rehearsal each Wednesday at 'TIN p. m.

' ie world is having a flood of
,Ights. Water shortages are reted all the way from New
k City to the jungles of
'ater stortages are an old atomillions of years old. The
iern droughts mean serious
to many people. But the
flees are they will be no more
an inconvenience to you.
a the other hand, if some of
long-ago droughts had not
,.(1, you might not be here
A might be two-other fel-

r!itr d rit

Pa

By Isis Itaghah
Cairo — An old-fashioned wedding ceremony in Egypt isn't like
saying 'I do" anywhere else in
the world .
Among peasants, particularly,
the religious ceremony is but an
incident in the strenuous a n d
traditional festivities. Some are
four centuries old in origin.
The day before the wedding is
'"henna day." The bride applies
henna (dark orange-red) to her
palms and feet so they will go
well with a traditional pink even:rig gown.
Men and women of the happy
couple's families dine separately.
Later, a dance is held in the men's
quarters. Women watch through
;)cep-holes, unseen.
On her wedding day, the bride
dons her white wedding gown.
From head to foot all her garments must be white. She rides to
the groom's house on camel back,
her face and body screened from
as.

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
SUNDAY
9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
WEDNESDAY
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
6:15 o'clock, Choir Practice
OGDEN METHODIST
Rov. Joseph H. Callender, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7:30 o'clock
Wedhesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock

e theory about why dino• disappeared from the eaith
a do with drought. Of course,
,erature changes, mountain
ding and other things are in
theory, too. But some exis think that a key factor was
at things got dry. The plants
'AC ES 2000 MILE PER HOUR:K
The Air Force's X-1 (above)
FIRST BAPTIST
ii which dinosaurs lived didn't has flown 1989 miles her hour—three times the speed
of sound, acH. G. M. Hatler, Pastor..
aow any more and the animals cording to Marvin Miles, Los Angeles Times'
aviation editor. The
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
Arved to death. The mammals record by the rocket,plane was
reported to have been made in the
16:50 a.m. Morning Service
stratosphere over Edwards Air Force Base at Muroe Dry Lake. (AP
p.m. Training Union.
6:45
Wirephoto).

MEMORIALS
for

• GOOD QUALITY
GOOD WORKMANSHIP
GOOD VALUE
IN GOOD TASTE

Henry & Henry
one 32114

Primeeteet, Ky.

got their chance to develop.
Of course, all the dinosaurs and
all the mammals did not live on
plants. Some of them ate othe
animals. Your ancestor, one the
ory says, was a little beast tha
looked something like a rat an
lived on insects.
All this happened millions o
years ago. But the earth didn'
stop changing from wet to d
and back again either on part o
all of its surface. Another theor
hints there was another drough
when your ancestor was an ape
like animal swinging by hi
hands through the tree branches
Drought killed the trees and the

On the beginning of this New Year, I wish
to think you for your patronage and your trust in
our ability and desire to serve you.
I look forward to further pleasant association with you through the coming years . . .

BUSCH CUMMINS, Ins.
106 East Court Square
Princeton, Kentucky
Phone 2825

animal had to stand up and take ST. PAUL'S CATHOLIC.
a long step toward becoming a PRINCETON
man.
CHURCH Or THE IMMACUEven when he was a real man, LATE CONCEPTION, EARLtheorists say, he didn't stop be- INGTON
ing pushed around by drought.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
One belief is that large parts of Mass at 8 o'clock.
Asia and Europe began to get dry
Second and fourth Sundays,
about 3,000 B .C. Later there were Mass at 10 o'clock.
still other changes from wet to
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
dry and dry to wet. The dry
OUTWOOD VETERAN'S HOSperiods, it is thought forced
PITAL CHAPEL
some peoples to move from their
First, third and fifth Sundays,
homes.
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
The people who moved into
Second and fourth Sundays,
Greece and much later created Mass at 8 o'clock.
the gblden age there may have
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock
moved there because their old
Rev. William Borntraeger is
homes dried up. The Hyksos who pastor
and the Rev. Richard
conquered Egypt around 1700 Clements
is assistant pastor.
B. C. may have been on the move
because of drought.
FAIRVIEW BAPTIST
Certainly, for example, the
(Rev. Reed Woodall, pastor)
Sahara desert was a well watered
Sunday School every Sunday
area some thousands of years ago. afternoon at 2:30.
Remains show that men lived
Preaching every second and
there comfortably up to the late
fourth Sunday afternoons at
stone age.
2:30.
Again, when the Roman EmPrayer meeting every Saturpire was breaking up, many of
day at 7:30 p. m.
the barbarians which came down
against it in wave after wave may
NORTHSIDE BAPTIST
have moved out of Asia because
Preaching — 9:30 a. m.
of drought. Some of your ancesSunday School — 10:45 a. m.
tors may h a v
been among
Evening Worship — 5:30 p.
them.
Hour of Prayer — Thursday, 7
So far, today's droughts a r e
p. m.
•
small potatoes compared with
Rev. H. G. M. Hatler, Acting
some of the old ones. They are
Pastor.
like the dry years in ancient
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Europe when the Nile did not
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
rise high enough to flood all the
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
land. The pharaohs staged great
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
religious festivals when the
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
height of the river in flood was
Young People's Service 6:00
measured. Tax rates were based
on the measurements. Taxes
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.

TAX BOOKS
WILL BE
OPEN
January 15, 1950
In compliance with the Tax Laws of Kentucky,
the tax books will be open for inspection by tax-

HEE8..AKE OF 1949: Mary
Collins, 20, of Beaumont, Tex.,
was selected as "Miss Cheesecake
of 1949" by Stars and Stripes, U.
S. Army newspaper, in Frankfurt, Germany. Miss Collins is a
model in New York City. (AP
Wirephoto)
COMET HEADS FROZEN
Cambridge, Mass. — (AP) —
Dr. Fred Whipple, Harvard Observatory, has a new theory of
the stuff that forms the heads of
comets. This is a combination of
various ices and of meteoric particles. The ices are frozen water,
dry ice (frozen carbon dioxide)
and an unusual dry ice which is
posionous carbon monoxide, frozen methane or marsh gas, ammonia and cyanogen. Frozen
methane and ammonia are pail
of. the surface of the planet Jupiter. The meteoric particles would
be stones and bits of nickel-iron.
Dr. Whipple thinks that the ices
melt when the comet gets close
to the run. They freeze again
when far away.

1

Five

marriage contract.
Then comes the "zaffa." The.
bride proceeds through the hous.
seven times. Each time she
changes • h r dress between
rounds.
Now the bride and groom go
together into the wedding chantber. But even then they are not
alone, A witness, usually the
bride's mother, goes along to certify the marriage has been consumated.
The old marriage customs
largely have given way to more
occidental ceremonies among the
middle and upper classes. But the
centuries-old Egyptian wedding
still is faithfully followed by the
peasants—the vast majority of all
Egyptians.

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Phone 2441
Established 1907
"Not For A Day But For All Time"

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF CONDITION

Princeton Federal Savings and Loan Association
At the close of business
December 31, 1949.

ASSETS

CAPITAL AND LIABILITIES
Capital
$446,898.11

First Mortgage Loans and
Advances from Federal
other First Liens on Real
Home Loan Bank
50,000.00
Estate
$317,932.30
Loans in Process
41.75
Properties Sold on
Contract

709.14 Other Liabilities

80.70

Investments and
Securities

Specific Reserves
229.25
229,200.00 General
Reserves
Cash on Hand and in
$31,400.00
Banks
4,450.84 Surplus
. .23,642.47 55,042.47
$552,292.28

The United States bought Alaska from Russia for $7,200,000 in
1867.

$552,292.28

- INSURED -

Parker "21" Pen
$5.00
WALKER'S DRUGS
and JEWELRY

Safety of Your Investments up to $5,000.

Dial 3211

7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship. 11 a.m.
were smaller when the river was
lower. And sometimes the pharaoh fooled the people, pretending
the river was higher than it was
so he could get more taxes.
Droughts today are also like
those of the '30s when the Great
Plains area began to "blow" and
dust darkened the sky as far as
Eastern United States.
And the "blows" of the '30s
were also little things if you
listen to the geologists. In the
Mississippi valley, for instance,
are deposits of rock and earth
hundreds of feet thick called
"loess '.'These are supposed to be
the results of "blows" thousands
of millions of years ago when
the earth blew and blew and
kept on blowing for centuries.
Similar deposits in China and
others in others parts of the
world tell of water shortages in
the past. Then the earth got dry
and rode on the wind.
Radio manufacturers report
that television receivers constitute 65 per cent of the dollar volume of their output.
Fried ants, eaten by some people in South Africa, are said to
taste like bacon.

payers of Caldwell County.
They can be seen at my office in the
Courthouse until

FEBRUARY 1, 1950
Mrs.S. J. Larkins

Every day farmers are involved in expensive law suits because of farm
accidents. Special Ifrodulierm Farm
Liability Policy provides real protection against ruinous financial loss
which you might suffer as the result
of your liability for Injury CO member.
(Odle public and damage to the property of other. Don't rink losing what
you work so hard to gain. Gel the facts.

Clifton D. Pruett, Sr.
Dial 3336
AlitftPal losuorance Company

Hors it is! Now on Display:'The beautiful 1950 Chrysler
. . . the beauty surprise of the year! From smart new front
to smart new rear, every sleek, trim line was deliberately
styled to give it a new long, low streamlined look! With
stunning new interiors, new nylon fabrics . . . it's
today's new style classic, inside and out! And again for
1950 Chrysler's beauty reflects the sound engineering and

BEAUTIFUL
1950

the solid comfort inside. Again there's headroom, legroom
and shoulder-room to spare! Chair-height seats! Surprising
visibility all-around ... in the owned of all cars to get
into and out of. You've got to see and drive it really to
appreciate it . . . the wonderful things that have been
done to make it the smartest, most comfortable—the safest,
sweetest driving car today! (19 new body styles available.)

Cl-hiN!LKI?

TODAY'S NEW
STYLE CLASSIC

HODGE MOTOR SALES
Main St.

Phone 2093

4
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•
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News From The Past

WainefriA

drearns and anwilio,ns of those
News representing lives, hopes,
and Caldwell county almost
Princeton
of
populace
wko made up the
yellowed files of Twicethe
in
but
40 years ago recorded nowhere'
puolished as a regular Leaeer
A-Week Leader of those years will be
the Princeton refeature. The articles are reproduced just as
wrote them
porters. shortie after the turn of the century,
two weeks' metJuly 13, 1928. P. B. McChesney, returned from a
In which
South,
the
of
trip
or
work
commencing
contractor, is
they visited Chattanooga, Atlanon the new building to be erectta, Stone Mountain and all
ed next to the Savoy, for Mr. R.
points of intereitt in Florida.
it
have
to
expects
D. Garrett, and
short
a
in
occupancy
ready for
July 24, 1928. Messrs. Thumps
time.
Lacy, Brad Lacy, Grayson Harrelson and Joby Loftus, of this
July 13, 1928. Mr. and Mtg. W.
city, are on a camping vacation at
L. Davie spent last week in Evthe Fredonia Bluffs. The lads
ansville very pleasantly as guest
will not doubt have a big time
Mrs.
d
af Mrs. John Davis an
the ticks and mosquitoes will
if
Vairehild, mother and sister of
permit.
'Ars. Davis.

answers the phone... to expedite handling
NOTE. Virago cell No. 2141 and give Itame for this peg. to whoever
of the new..

Mrs. Rogers Hostess
To Sunday School Class

Sowing And Reaping
-sew with a generous hand;

Peltioacdi

Pause not for toil or pain;
Weary. not through the heat of
summer,
' Weary not through the cold
.spring rain;
•
But wait till the autumn comes
For the sheaves of golden
grain.
,
Sow, and look onward, upward
• Where the starry light uprearsWhere in spite of the coward's
' doubting,
Or Your own heart's trembling
fears,
;.1
you shall reap in joy of harvest
You have sown today in tears.
-A. A. Procter.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe McHarg and
The Faithful Workers Sunday
School Class of White Sulphur children left Wednesday f,,
Baptist Church met at the home Memphis, Tenn., where Karen
treatment
of Mrs. Elwood Rogers, Tuesday McHarg will undergo
at Campbell's Clinic. From thei
night, Dec. 20.
they will_go to Helena, Ark., t
The devotional was given by a visit to relatives.
Mrs. Edward Young, reading from
• • •
the second chapter of Luke. A NJ Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Graham,
AsPeCial lreading was given by Louisville, spent last week-end
Mrs. Robert Fralick, and a special with friends and relatives nere.
• •
•
song was snug by Mrs. Alma
Mr. and Mrs. Gracean M. PedBrasher and Mrs. Robert Franck.
Mrs. William Rogers gave a Bible ley and sons, Larry, Jackie 'and
quiz, and Bible drill was given David visited Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hager in Owensboro Wedby Mrs, Robert Fralick.
After a brief business session, nesday and attended the Missisgifts were exchanged from a sippi State-Kentucky basketball
game there last night .
Christmas tree.
• • •
, Groves- Perry
Refreshments were served to
Mr. G. W. Groves, Route 3, an- Mesdames Pete Rogers, Charlie
Miss Heloise Herbet returned
hounce the marriage of his daugh- McCarthy Robert Fralick, Ed- to her home in New Orleans, La.,
ter, Miss Lucille Groves, to Mr. ward Young, James Son, Walla* Friday after spending the holiHampton Perry, Jr., son of Mr. Rogers, Rawlin Watson, Frank days with Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy
;and Mrs. Hampton Perry, Sr., of Young, Alma Brasher, Elwood Towery, W. Main street.
Dawson Springs.
Rogers and Miss Pauline Paris.
• • •
The double ring ceremony was
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Schultz,
performed Saturday morning,
Paducah, spent the Christmas and
.pecember 24 ,by Baptist minister, Bridge Party
New Year holidays here with
entertained
O'Hara
Jimmy
;the Rev. J. T. Lewis at his home
their parents, the Rev. and Mrs.
home
the
at
1,
Sunday night, Jan.
in Hopkinsville.
0. M. Shultz, Hopkinsville street,
The bride wore a ,skipper blue of his sister, Mrs. Bill Presler and Mr. and Mrs. R. Roy Tow•
suit with white accessories and a and Mr. Presler with a bridge ery. West Main street.
party.
corsage of red carnations.
• • •
Guests were Misses Nancy
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. McElroy re' Mrs. Perry is employed in the
Wood,
Ann
Dorothy
Stowers,
home in Hodgentheir
to
turned
Special Service Department with
the Veterans Administration at Mary Leta Hamby and Catherine ville Sunday after a visit to his
Hopper; Messrs. George Richie, parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Mc,Crutwood.
Mr. Perry is also employed at Elwood Cook and Herschel Whit- Elroy and family, N. Jefferson
sett.
street.
Outwood.
Refreshments were served.
The couple plan to make their
Mrs. Ray Ellis° Atlanta, Ga., is
home in Dawson Springs.
Leader Congratulates
the guest of Miss Mary Wilson
Sgt. and Mrs. Shelby Lane, Ft. Eldred, Mrs. Ellis is the former
Roriers - Vinson
Bliss, Tex., on the birth of a Martha Steger, of Princeton.
, Miss Agnes Rogers, daughter of daughter, Martha Ella, December
• • •
/Ars. Rebecca Rogers, and Mr.
John Chilton Harralson return23. Paternal grandfather is the
'Oil Vinson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Rodolph Lane, Dawson ed to North Carolina State, RaTommy Vinson of the Walnut
leigh, Monday after a visit to his
Road.
Grove community, were united in
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hearne
• • •
marriage Friday afternoon at 4
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Standard Harralson, West Main street.
at
m.,
the home of the Rev. and
p.
Mitchell, Route 3, on the birth of
Mrs. Rodolph Lane in Princeton,
. Nichols returned
'
Mrs. H. '1•V
a son, Blakeley Lee, December 24.
with the Rev. Lane officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Tackwell, Monday night from Mayfield,
For her wedding the bride
Fredonia, Route 1, on the birth of where she spent a week with her
wore a light blue crepe dress with
a son. He has been named Jerry cousin, Mrs. Frank Rhodes, Mr.
black accessories.
Rhodes and their sons, Frankie
Allen.
They will make their home
• • •
and Johnny.
• e • ,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Lowery,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Greer
Maple Avenue, on the birth of a
Fraternal Order Of
visited his father
children
and
son, Ronald David, December 27.
• • •
H. L. Greer over the holidays.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Chastine Wilson
Mr. and Mrs. Allan G. HubCrider, Mexico, on the birth of a
West Main street, spent
son, Kerry Wayne, December 17. bard,
Christmas hollidays with their
• • •
son, Dr. G. Baker Hubbard, and
Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Elmo HunJackson, Tenn.
ter, Route 2, on the birth of a family, in • • •
daughter, Joan, December 18.
Jimmy O'Hara has returned to
•
the University of Texas, Austin,
Mr. and Ars.* William Glenn after spending the holidays with
Strong, Dawson Road, on the
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
birth of a son, December 5. He
O'Hara. He is a senior and a
has been named Thomas Glenn. member of Kifi fraternity.
Regular Meeting
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Ho y
...1Mrs. Hattie B. Lamb is visiting
Wood, 508 Depot street, on the
her daughter, Mrs. W. C. Moore,
birth of a son, Gray David, Deand Mr. Moore, in Paducah.
cember 21.
• • •
• • •
Fri, Jan. 6 7:00 P. M.
MY. and Mrs. Van Shadoan and
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Cash, West
*
*
Main street, on the birth of a daughter, Miss Charlotte Pool, of
W. D. RAMAGE, W. P.
son, Ralph Louard, Jr., January Evansville, spent the holidays
with Mr. and Mrs. Walter Majors
4, at Princeton Hospital.
,CHARLES A. HANCOCK, Sec.
and Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Pool.
with the bridegroom's parents
• • •
for the present
Mr. and Mrs. Pyron Dunbar,

rEagle's
FRIDAY

ENJOY SUMMER
COMFORT ALL WINTER
with

Norge Heat

Fredonia News

dren, Charles, Mary Nell and Eddie spent Tuesday as guests of
Mrs. Dick Martin of Mexico.
Miss Mary Wilson and guest,
Miss Betty White, of Williston,
Fla., have returned after spending the holidays with Miss Wilson's father, J. A. Wilson, and
Miss Lilly Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Nolan Wheeler,
Madisonville, were Christmas
Day dinner guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Majors, Hopkinsville Road.
Mrs. Walter Majors visited her
sister, Mrs. Mose Dunning, and
Mr. Dunning, and niece, Mrs.
Leslie Lindsey, and Mr. Lindsey,
in Crofton during the holidays.
• • •
.iMr. and Mrs. John S. Mahan
and children, Betty and Pat, returned Sunday from Blytheville,
krk., wherg they spent several
days with his mother, Mrs. T. J.
Mahan.

Dinner guests of Mrs. W. B.
Conway Sunday were Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Smith and children, and
Mr. and Mrs. George Milroy.
W. B. Conway, who spent the
holidays with his family, has returned to Gary, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon McElroy
returned to their home in Alton,
Ill., Monday after cpending the
holidays with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Coy Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jennings, Frankfort, were called
here Friday by The serious illness
of her father, C. W. Moore.
Mrs. Carrie Ordway is confined to her room with a severe
Fresh pears make a delicious
salad. Peel them just before serving, halve and core; fill the cavity in each half with a generous
spoonful of thick commerciallyprepared sour cream and dust
,ightly with paprika. Serve on a
bed of watercress.

Reduced Prices!
•

FLORSHEIMS

Winter Dresses, Suits,

Now $13.80 & $14.80

r
CONVERSION

and Hats.

GAS BURNER
Now Rummer comfort is yours with the
new Norge Heat Gas Conversion Burner.
Designed for use in boilers and warm
air furnaces, this burner gives you auto.
matte trouble-free heating with amazing
economy. This is one of the few gas conversion burners fully approved by the
American Gas Association's latest requirements.

Your new Norge Heat burner is one of
the simplest on the market to install.
Backed by Borg-Warner and Norge Heat.
this unit is fully covered by a consumer
warranty.

See these remarkable

values

today and select yours while
stocks

are

B. N. LUSBY CO.
132 E. Main St.
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PENNEY'S

For Women
PARADISE & VITALITY
SUEDES
formerly priced to
$12.95

Now $7.80

Now $8.80 St $9.80
FREEMANS

JACQUELINE, NISLEY &
CONNIE SUEDES
formerly to $8.95

Now $7.80 St $9.80

Now $4.80

PARKWAYS

ALL LOAFERS and
CASUALS
Now $3.80 & $4.80

Now $5.80
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Princeton Shoe Co's
Great Stock Reducing
SHOE SALE

For Men

Januar

the club are renovating pictupj
frames. Pot-luck dinner Wu is&
ved at the noon hour.
In the afternoon, gifts werr
changed and carols were
Present were Mesdames et
Burchett, Wylie Brown, V
Burehett, F. A. Lewis, Dame
terfield, J. A. Hemingway,
Brown, Jimmie Jones and
lee 'Lester.
Visitors were Miss Wilma Af
diver and Miss Maxine Garr'

July 13, 1928. Mrs. J. P. Wylie
and *Miss Bernie Sims have returned home from Bowling Green,
where they have been attending Schedule
West Kentucky State College for
Jan. 9, 1:00 p.m., Quinn, Mrs.
•
Brooklyn, N. Y., teachers.
Marlin Sigler, hostess.
TWINS BORN APART: Mrs. John Cunningham of
Year. At
Jan. 10, 1:30 p. m., Fredonia.
July 13, 1928. Mr. and Mrs.
holds twins born to her before and after the start of New
right is Arthur Hillyard, of Jefferson Mrs. W. M. Young, hostess.
left is Harold, born at 11:45 p. m. December 31 and at
Jan. 11, 1:30 p. m., Flat Rock,
City, Mo.; spent the day here
Colleen, who arrived at 12:04 a. m., January 1.(AP Wirephoto)
Wednesday as guests of Mr. and Flat Rock School,
Jan. 12, 1:30 p. m., Cedar Bluff,
Mrs. E. G. Hillyard.
Mrs. Stanley McGowan, hostess.
Vergie
Misses
July 13, 1828.
Jan. 12, 7:00 p. m., Lakewood,
Mildred Eblen, Mrs. Homer McCaslin, hostess.
Barnett and
Messrs. Otto Barnett and Rudolph
Jan. 13. 1:30 p. m., Eddyville
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Rogers and Mrs. Henry Wheeler and Mr. and Morgan attended the funeral and
Road, Mrs. Chin,. Hubbard and
daughand
Wheeler
Howard
Mrs.
daughters, Sharon and Phyllis,
interment of Mr. Cecil McCann, Mrs. Drew Hubbard, co-hostesses.
of Crittenden county,
Mrs. Rebecca Rogers, Mrs. Andy ter, Carol,
at Sturgis, who died of injuries
Jan. 13, 7:00 -p m., Lebanon,
of
guests
dinner
Monday
Williams, Mrs. Coy Moore and were
received in an auto wreck on Mrs. Virgil Phelps, hostess.
Wheeler.
Norman
son, Larry, were Sunday guests Mr. and Mrs.
July 4th on the Marion Road,
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris, Mr.
of Mrs. Novella Rushing in MexMr.
Litchfield,
July 17, 1928. Misses Jane and Crider
Aubrey
Mrs.
and
ico, ,
The home of Mrs. Leslie Bright,
Miss Mabel Harris, Mrs. Ever- and Mrs. Jewell Traylor, Mr. and Roberta Rogers spent t h e day
ett Harris and Paula Davis spent Mrs. Johnson Wigginton and son, quite pleasantly in Hopkinsville Fredonia, Route 3, was beautifulto
Year's
went
they
Monday, where
ly decorated for a Christmas parthe week-end in Evansville vis- Arnold, attended a New
Eve all-night singing in Padu- Bethel College to rent their ty for Crider Homemakers when
iting relatives.
rooms and select courses of study that group met with her DecemMr. and Mrs. Marvin Riley and cah.
daughter, Beverley, of Calvert
Molly and Jackie Hunsaker, for the ensuing school year. They ber 21 for an all-day meeting.
The recreational program conCity, spent the weekend with Princeton, spent the weekend expect to enter Bethel College
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ashby.
with their grandmother, Mrs. this fall, leaving here September sisted of the singing of carols and
playing games. Everyone present
Mr. and Mrs. Presley Henry, Florence Parr, and aunt, Miss 12.
Amarillo, Tex., and Mrs. Ida Dorothy Parr.
July 17, 1928. Mrs. Charles received a gift from the tree.
Henry, Marion, were guests of
Pot-luck dinner, with each perDona,ld Brasher left Sunday Pfeffer and Miss Jerry Bussum,
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett, morning for Denver, Colo., where of Uniontown have returned home son's plate marked with a place
Friday afternoon.
he is adtending University of after a pleasant two weeks' visit card, was served in the dining
Mrs. Harold Cadek and daugh- Denver, after spending the holi- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Will MOOT.
ter, Sonjia, returned to their days with his parents, Mr. and Loftus
Present were Misses Grace Adhome in Chattanooga, Tenn., Mrs. Cecil Brasher.
amson, and Nell Guess; Mesdames
July 17, 1929. Mr. and Mrs Wil- Leslie Bright, William Coleman,
Monday, after spending the holiMr. and Mrs. Charles T. Taylor
days with her mother, Mrs. Grace left Sunday for Lansing, Mich., liam Blue, of Lindsay, Calif., Clifton Clift, Ralph Griffin,
Loyd. Mrs. Loyd accompanied her where Mr. Taylor is employed as who have been visiting friends Floyd Dunbar, Harlan Ennis, J.
home to spend the winter.
instructor in the Lansing Business and relatives in the city and C. Myers, Argyle Nelson, Dolph
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Melton University, after spending the county the past two weeks, will William and Hugh Yates.
and children, Charles, Mary Nell hellidays with her parents, Mr. leave or their return trip home
Visitors were Misses Carrigan,
Friday.
and Eddie, Mr. and Mrs. Euclidl and Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett.
Imogene Wigginton, Maggie
Juretermous and daughter. DonMrs. John F. Rice entertained
July 20, 1928. Mr. and Mrs. Coleman; and Mesdames Ethel
na, and Frank Harmon of Wetwith a luncheon Wednesday af- Harvey Moore, W. E. Jones, Miss Bright, Henry Turley, Charles
zler, Germany, were Sunday dinternoon. Guests were Mrs. Char- Carwin Cash, Edwin KoltinakY Wilson and Arlie Vinson.
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
les T. Taylor, Lansing, Mich.; and Miss Ruth Litchfield have
Harmon,
Eddy Creek Homemakers met
Mrs. J. 0. Nall, Marion; Mrs. W.
Miss Margaret Lowery, PaduDecember 20 with Mrs. Charles
T. Mitchell, Paducah; and Miss cold.
cah, was the guest of Mrs. W. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith, Jackson, Lester. Nine members answered
Ve,ntrice Mitchell, Louisville; Mrs.
Young Monday afternoon.
J. ?ft McCormick, Jackson, Miss.; Miss., spent some time during the the roll call telling of the most
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mn. Gu,y Nichols and Mrs. Ivan holidays as guests of Mr. and cherished gift or toy they receivNorman Wheeler Sunday were
Mrs. Russell Yates and Mr. and ed when a child.
Sennett.
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Jones and H.
Mrs. R. J. Yates.
The meeting was called to orto
taken
was
Walker
A.
C.
Mr.
family. Mr. and Mrs. Kelly BradFrankie Wright, student at der by the president, Mrs. Frank
shaw and family, Mr. and Mrs. an Evansville hospital Monday Campbellsville College, Camp- Burchett.
The major lesson on
Malcom Boone and son, Louise morning for observation. He was bellsville, has returned after picture
framing was given by
and Linda Eskew, and Mr. and accompanied' by his son, L. A. spending the holidays with Mr. Mrs.
Buddy Brown and Mrs. JimWalker, and Mrs. Walker of
Mrs. Edward Boone.
and Mrs. V. E. Coleman.
mie Jones. Several members of
Princeton.
Mrs. Russell Melton and chil_

Homemakers News
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irnent Orders
1950 Corn
ice Planting

n

Santo Visits Former Resident's Home

AUGE
ENIER
ODE*

Typical of the many happy scenes found in the homes of former Princetonians Christmas morning is the happy family of Dr.
and Mrs. George Baker Hubbard, of Jackson, Tennessee. Dr. Hubbard is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Allan G. Hubbard, West Main
street. The above scene shows the Hubbard family gathered about the Christmas tree to discover the wonderful toys left by
Santa. Young Bill slows his hobby horse to accept a package foom his dad, while brother George awaits his turn to present his gift.
Allan is involved with keeping himself (and doll) clear of the racing train, which has just capsized, and mother, holding tiny
sister, Elizabeth, who sleeps blissfully through it all, looks happily on.
two months the government will
buy ungraded eggs in the Midwest at prices averaging 25 cents
a dozen at the farm and 27 cents
a dozen at the processing plant.
This was a followup to his announcement Dec. 21 that the 1950
egg price support will be 37 cents
a dozen—on a national average—

as compared with 45 cents last
year. Brannan said then that the
lowered price pegs were the result of an anticipated increase in
egg prodcction this year.
The government already has
$90,000,000 invested in surplus
dried eggs it acquired under price
support operations last year and

in 1948. In addition, the Agriculture Department reported that at
the end of November it had more
than $600,000,000 tied up in surplus 1949 grain and oilseed crops,
and another $30,000,000 in dry
peas, beans and rice.
Despite these federal price
propping operations the depart-

SPECIAL VALUES
ADIES-80Square Prints in beautiful styles and
ell made House Dresses - Values to $3.95

dies Outing Pajamas
rinkle Crepe- age8to 20
alues to $3.00

FINKS'S FAIR STORE
.
OUTA MAW WAY,
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County Home Furnishing
Leaders To Meet Today
Miss Vivian Curnutt, home furnishing specialist, extension division of the University of Kentucky, will conduct a class on arranging and hanging of pictures
for home furnishings leaders of
the sixteen homemakers clubs in
the Masonic Building Thursday,
January 5, from 10:00 until 1:00
p. m.. it is announced.

BUTLER HIGH AUDITORIUM
Thursday Night, Jan. 19
7:30 P. M.
- • - Admission Will Be Charged - - This is a rollicking mystery comedy, and we
cordially invite both young and old .

TUESDAY
Jan. 10, 1950
10:30 A. M.

Located 3 miles south west of Princeton on Grooms
Lane Road.

144 ACRES
lights, telephone and mail route. Known as the
Fred Nichols farm.
144 acres with 12 room house, good stock barn, tobacco barn
and other out buildings. 2 8-10 acres Burley tobacco base.
Good lime stone land, fenced and cross fenced. 3 ponds, 2
cisterns, 20 acres alfalfa. S•avanal...cithet fields...sawed in nrciren4 • -grass and Korean.
Don't miss this opportunity to owl" a good stock and row crop
farm, all tillable but 15 acres, enough timber to maintain farm.
Inspection invited at any time.
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Eight thousand plants of multiflora rose and vicolor lespedeza
were planted in Caldwell county
during the month of December,
It is announced by Oliver C. Allcock, work unit conservationist.
The plantings were made on
the farms of J. B. Shrewsbury,
the Clift Brothers ,WilTram L.
Beck, G. E. Hawkins, M. .P.
Brown, Jr. Plants were furnished ,
(or demonstration purposes
through the local soil conservation district by the nurseries of
the Soil Conservation Service,
Paducah, and the Division of
Game and Fish, Mr. Allcock
said.
According to the conservationist, multiflora rose makes a living fence which may be planted
on the contour to facilitate conservation farming. The plant may
reach a height of '0 feet in good
soil. The thorns on the plant turn
the livestoCk. Also, the thick
growing canes of multiflora rose
make a useful cover for farm
wildlife.. The plant is beautiful
when in bloom, he added.
Bicolor lespedeza strips are
used primarily for quail food,
being one of their foods. Bicolor
plantings were made only on the
farms of Mr. Brown and Mr.
Hawkins. Allcock said only a few
plantings of bicolor have been
previously made in the county .
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ment said that farm prices generally now are below the parity
standard for the first time since
November, 1941.
It reported that prices at midDecember were 93 per cent of paras compared to the record of
133 per cent of parity in October,
1946. Parity is the legal standard
for measuring farm prices which
is designed to be equally fair to
farmers and those who buy their
products.
The 1950 corn ploduction controls will apply only to the commercial area which includes 837
major corn growing counties.
Farmers outside this area will not
be limited in their acreage ,but
their price supports will be pegged at 75 per cent of the rate
set for the commercial area.
The commercial areas include:
Kentucky—Boyle, Casey, Christian, Henry.

Living Fences Planted
In Caldwell County

One Rack at
Sizes 12 - 44

The

Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 3—(AP)—
A bill to give school teachers
83,000,000 of supplemental pay
this year was introduced in the
Kentucky legislature Tuesday by
Rep. Charles W. Burnley (D.Paducah).
The grant would he taken from
the state's cash surplus and be distributed among teachers along
with this year's regular per capita fund of 819,350,000.
The 1948 legislature appropriated $3,000,000 from the surplus
and distributed it among teachers
during the 1947-48 school year.
Except for dates, Burnley's bill
is a duplicate of the 1948 measure.

will present their Senior Play - - -

kes five crops which
placed under producfor this year. The othtton, peanuts and to-

HAAAll Sr

Burnley Bills Asks
Supplemental Pay This
Year For Teachers

The Seniors of Butler High School

llotments in a cornea of 837 major produces, mostly' in the mid-

Comma

Bobby Bell, eight-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Bell, of the
Saratoga section, Lyon county, is
Ill of cerebro-spinal meningitis,
according to a report of the attending phySician pr. Ralph L.
Cash, The child, Who became violently ill Sunday, was placed
In Riverside Hospital, Paducah,
for treatment. According to a rereport Wednesday, his condition
is improved.

1.1011

Charles E. Bard, 75 ,piano tuner, died at 12:30 a. m., Tuesday at
his residence at Paducah, after a
brief illness.
Mr. Bard was employed by the
Shackleton Piano Company at
Paducah. He worked at his trade
throughout the state.
Besides his widow, Mrs. Violet
Bard, he is survived by a daughter, Miss Audrey Sue Bard, Paducah; two sisters, two nieces and
Afghanistan lies between the
a nephew.
Soviet Union and Pakistan.

•n program calls for

E iRStitA CI SERVICE

C. W. Moore
W. Moore, 77,

:harles E. Bard,
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If at today's reent costs—get
Insurance through

County Child III
Of Spinal Meningitis

died at his
home in Fredonia Monday, Jun.
2, at 4 p. m. after an illness of
several days. Funeral services
were conducted at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church there
Wednesday at 2 p. m., with the
Rev. Ray Wigginton, pastor of the
church, officiating.
Mr. Moore is survived by his
widow, four daughters, Mrs. Lila
Hunt, Marion; Mrs. Pearl Sigler,
Marion; Mrs. Geneva Buckalew,
Princeton; Mrs. Virgie Jennings,
Frankfort; five sons, Bill and
Marvin California; Raleigh, Kell
and Coy Moore, Fredonia. Eleven
grandchildren and several great
grandchildren also survive.
Burial was in the Fredonia
Cemetery.

gottv
(AP) - - The
,nt has ordered sharp
ext year's corn and rice
in a move to prevent
• luses.
same time it announced
p egg buying prograM to
egging producer prices
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veral hundred million
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ordered
re Brannan
• production controls:
12.9 per cent Cut beplantings. This calls for
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000 seeded last year,
eduction goal of 2,627,liels as compared with
10 last year and 1948's
p of 3,650,000,000 bush-

UCH A
PRICE!

Deaths & Funerals

......404/114.::::._

40 tons alfalfa hay, 200 bu. corn and several farm tools. Terms
on farm 25 ( down day of sale, balance on delivery of deed,
clear title. Personal property cash.

MRS. FRED NICHOLS, SR., Adm.
For further information see or call

Kelsie0.Judor, Auctioneer and Selling Agent

Thursday,
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In Foreign Policy

01;95O

Of Scents

fle Veda a a
gum football
Italy in 34.

cs,\\
-1

Nonsense

for lack of t

began working out to
" By David Taylor Marke
is; (Sal ke Beach
Fortunate are those parents Dec. 15, and will int:
Washington — Foreigners probwho have a mother to fall back tempo of practice lieu
ably have often wondered how
is es a baby sitter. But don't ov- the
February
3
has
been
design,.
game. Last year,
the American government of rer;so it. Whes a grandmother is
ed as Homemakers Day at V
a 3-1 licking from V
took
cent years has managed to carry
to
be
the baby
prevailed upon
Farm and Home Convention
many said it was heroic,
on its intense, many-sided activisitter for snore than a few hours,
Lexington,
scheduled
to
begui
gian all-star team h
ties in foreign affairs wie
cOrunderable thought should be
January 31.
any concerted and dam., .
situation, says the played together before.
the
given
to
High spot of the day Will be
public opposition.
National Kindergarten Associathe Homemakers International
CAGE TO IgING
President Truman has encoun ,
tion.
when
Mrs.
Raymond
Sayre
of
Denver — (AP) — Roy
tercel none of the bitter, wild.
It never was intended for a Nelson, a pretty rough s,
Iowa, international president of
spread antagonism President Wilgrandmother to care for mall on the basketball floor
the Associated Country Women
son met when he tried to get this
children or babies for any lentils son, has given up
of the World, will speak.
country into the League of Naof time, they say. She's not as Denver University tobask,.
Two women will be recognized
cr.
tions. Ybt his involvement in forspry, nor does she ha ve the on boxing. He says he's
as Master Farm Homemakers at
eign affairs is far more extensive
.
Yet
so.
stamina necessary to do
the morning program.
for a Golden Gloves crs,
than W4Isen's — at a• time when
leave their
will
parents
many
Decision
of
judges
on
a
creed
many persons and groups in
babies with grandmother while to bend down to pick
for Kentucky homemakers will be
this country have strong feelings
they go away on an extended va- the floor where baby
announced and the author recogon 'foreign policy, largely a recation. For those who do, the As- to throw them. The Fil"
nized. The winner of a story on
sult of the U. S's becoming a
sociation makes the following iivorks,for crib, carriags,
the subject, "My Day," also will
world wirer and abandoning its
pen.
suggestions.
be introduced.
traditional isolationism.
GUPPY SUB STANDS ON TAIL: Bursting out of the sea at an I. Mike sure all baby clothes IL Baby might cry vile - The secret is that, the profesHomemakers who attended the angle of 28 degrees, the USS Arnberjack executes a test maneuver
where mother goes out of ti
sional diplomats have learned,
National Home Demonstration off Key West. In the operation the sub was taken to a depth of are wished and placed
without Parents can suggest th
they cannot accomplish anything!
Council in Colorado Springs will 150 feet, pointed in as sharp an angle as possible and put into full they can be reached
mother Play a game GI
unless they have the people bebring highlights of that meeting, speed ahead for the drive to the surface. Normal angle is five de- effort.
2. Leave sufficient canned food boo when ever she has ,
hind them. They have developeci
Mrs. W. K. Morris, state presi- grees. (AP Wirephoto from Defense department)
on the shelves to last ten days, baby. Gradually, she rs
since 1945 an elaborate system for MEETING THE CASH CUSTOMERS: Ferd NadherAy (a rrow dent of the Kentucky Federation
should it be-needed. Get a neigh- then the period of time
learning what the public is think- I points to head), Yale's six-foot, 193-pound guard, lands in the third of Homemakers, will preside.
BLINKS TABLUATED
ing, and for telling key people row of spectators' seats after a vain try to stop New York UniverNew York — (AP) — Each borhood girl to help out by run- out of the room before
Miss Alice Word, Hopkinsville,
when in. When she has mas
outside the department confiden- sity's Joel Kaufman from scoring in a basketball game in Madison International
time you blink, your vision is cut ning errands to the stores
Youth Exchange
situation, instead of
tially what the diplomats know Square Garden at New York City last week. Ferd plays fullback
off for three-tenths of a second. necessary.
delegate, who spent four months
on Eli's gridiron team. NYU won, 72 to 62. (AP Wirephoto)
and plan.
3. Baby is usually too heavy grandmother can cdll Ii
blinks
add
up
to
your
daily
All
in Denmark last summer through
ows Improvement
another room, and
A major element in the sysa lot of no-seeing during a day. for grandmother to lift, so, sug- from
the cooperation of homemakers
That farming practices in Wolfe Since a short period of readjust- gests the Association, prepare ter a time, play the pe.k
tem is a series of off-the-record
clubs
throughout
the
state, will
Cover Crops Replace
game again.
conferences here and throughout
use colored slides in telling of county show 100 to 300 per cent ment is needed after each blink, living quarters on the lower floor
the country. The press is told men and women in the nation Stand Of Broomsedge
improvement during the past 12 psychologists figure that you go so that grandmother won't have
trip.
her
nothing about them unless it slip quietly into Washington evyears is indicated in reports from
Geographers say the
How Alton Fackler of the Fairto carry it up and down stairs.
Gavels Will be presented to farm,leaders to Charles E. Gab- about more or less unseeingly for
asks. Then only the names of the ery week or 10 days for a gath- mount community in Meade coun4. Tie baby's toys to long rib- States has the world's
workcent
of
your
to
20
per
11
Carassociations
in
homemakers
conferences and the theme of the ering with State Department of- ty made an "almost
bard, farm agent. Reports Mr.
unbelieve- ter, Marshall Monroe and Mcing day, the Better Vision Insti- bons, so that grandma won't have orful autumn foliage.
conference is disclosed. The idea ficials that lasts two or three days. able transformation" of a
s
30-acre Creary counties for having met Gabbard:
tute reports.
is to keep it all strictly confi- Sometimes the State Department field elf
During the period from 1935
broornsedge to a lush the requirements of the Kentitcky
"Blinking keeps the eyes moist
dential so that both the State De- sends its officials out for similar green cover
crop is described by Federation of Homemakers. The to 1940, the yield to tobacco was and clean, and provides rest and
partment men and the outside conferences in different parts of County Agent H.
not
'over
500
to
800
pounds
on
P.
Granacher. association in Powell counyt will
•
the avesage farm. The yisld of refreshment for the nerves. and
the country.
The reining land was said to be be awarded a president's pin and corn
was estimated to be not brains. A maA whose eyes were
Each conference has a special too thin even for pasture. Mr. gavel for having secured a home over 15 to 20
open forcibly would go to
bushels an acre. kept
subject, such as China, the North Fachler cleared it off, leveled the demonstration agent.
Milk and egg production were pieces," the psychologists say.
There's quite a difference, beAtlantic Pact, ale atomic energy field, then spread lime and phoslow because of improper feeds
tween a wink and blink, besides
program, military assistance Or phate. He now has an excellent
and feeding.
intent. In a wink, the upper and
aid to underdeveloped countries. stand of Winter oats and fescue.
"Now the yield of tobacco is lower lids share the job about
Usually 35 to 70 persons attend. treplans to sow Ladino clover in
from
about
800
to
2,300
pounds equally, meeting over the pupil.
The two-millionth tree in CalMARK CUNNINGHAM. Apt
Twice a year there is a large the low-lying areas of the field
per acre. Corn yields vary from But in a blink, most of the work
Complete Insurance
general conference on the whole and lespedeza on the higher loway county planted in the for- 20
to 100 bushels, with an aver- is done by the upper lid, with
estry development program was
IllW. Market It,
foreign policy field, and this is places,
placed on the Murray State Col- age of around 30 to 35 bushels the two lids meeting about at the
attended by about 235 persons.
per acre for the county.
base cf the iris.
The department invites two types of persons: experts on for- lege Campus.
eign policy — usually university
"J. L. Phillips of Lee City reThe third tobacco show in MayA people and writers: and represen- field in 15 years took place in ports 2,600 pounds of tobacco er on a small acreage and lo the
You con get the money from us to pay scattered bills
tatives of various segments of the November, being open to eight from 1.1 acres and gives credit general recommendations 'df our
population, and who MAY or may counties in Kentucky and three in to good soil building and manage- corn production program."
debts. Then haste only one small payment to mote
ment practices carried out acnot be foreign policy experts. The Tennessee.
month and only one place to pay. We can probably
cording to recommendations in
latter include leaders in industry,
your monthly payments as much as one-holf by corn
bulbs were our county program. Approxihundred
tulip
One
labor, religion, veteran or fratercounty mately 50 other farmers
your bills.
nal organizations, business, pub- set out along the Carter
reporthy the Tuesday Home- ed yields of 1,706 to 2,000 pounds
ilshing, social welfrae and the courthouse
ort fticome . . lot us show you how
ome
makers Club and garden group. an acre. All give credit to recom111 . professions.
Forty-four farmers in Cald- mendations given in the
you.
can
help
tobacco
P • The conferences are of t w o well and adjoining counties placproduction program.
will meet Friday,
types: (1) Where the department
4,370 acres of woodland under
ed
We welcome the "looker" in this store.
"Yields of corn as reported by
officials just it and listen and let
January 6,
1949.
protection
in
fire
We put 'looker" in quotes because it is
the guests do all the talking undemon,strations were almost too
Sixty - eight kerosene lamps good to be true. Many reported
at 7 p. m.
less the quests ask questions: (2)
a habit among retailers to make a diswhere the department careerists were wired by six homemakers 344 to 4 bushels per shock, with
paraging distinction between "lookers",
Cunningham,
Mark
PHONE 28111
W. MARKET ST.
do most of the talking and then clubs in Henderson county in about 30 shocks to the acre. All
Princeton, Ky.
JAMES T. BOLT, MGR.
and buyers . . as if one were possible
one
month.
High
Priest,
gave
credit to hybrid corn, good
sit in on panel discussions among
The Slates Homemakers Club soil building practices carried out
without the other!
I. C. GLOVER, Sect.
the guests. The latter type of conin
Ballard
county
is
starting
a
ference is held when a new poliin the past, proper use of fertiliz
cy is being formulated or a new children's library to circulate
After all, you can "look" without buystudy being completed. The de- with that of the homemakers.
ing, but you cannot buy without "looking"
The average yield of corn per
partment will call such a confer,. and the way we figure it, those who
ence when Assistant Secretary acre in the Pike county Corn
"look" and walk away live to buy another
George C. McGhee returns from Derby contest was 85.5 bushels
in 1949 compared to 78.9 bushels
day!
his survey of the Near East.
It held a conference of the first In 1948 and 76.4 bushels in 1847.
Because of her interest in
type in Washington recently. The
Even if you don't buy the first or second
idea then was to learn what the learning to sew in her homemaktime you come in, you can at least get
different proponents of world ers club, the family of Mrs. Marsome idea of the kind of furniture we
government and simliar move- guerite Seelhorst of Greenup
carry and the sort of outfit we are.
county presented her with an
Silents were thinking about.
electric sewing machine.
So, please come in and "look" around.
The demand for beaver pelts is ' Grover Eads, commercial vegsaid to have been the principal etable grower in Wayne county,
reason for the exploration and treated approximately 1,500
development of Canada.
square feet of plant bed with
114 E. Hain St.
Phone 2442
methyl bromide for weed conWALKER HAS IT
trol.
Parker 51 Fountain Pens
Wild onions in pastures in
and
Todd county caused Considerable
51 Pen and Pencil Sets
loss to dairymen, 70; cane of offWalker's Drugs & Jewelry flavor milk being returned in
Princeton; Ky.
3211 one day.
Frank Cickie of Bell county ordered 12,000 locust seedlings for
setting out on his farm in the
spring.
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WHEN BILLS AND DEBTS
SEEM HARD TO MEET—
YOU'LL FIND OUR PLAN
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Come In And
LOOK AROUND
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Smith Furniture Store

Your PRINCETON LEADER
Can be a big help

IT

Tells you and keeps you
posted on t h e weekly
happenings in this county.

IT

Tells you about the money
saving values being offered
in the stores.

IT

Tells you about new merchandise now being produced and offered in stores
for your pleasure and better
living.

Buying the necessities of life each time you go shopping runs into
big money at the end of each week and, more so at the end of
the year.

•

By reading this newspaper carefully you will learn of values being
offered and if taken advantage of will pay for the subscription
price many times over.

•

LONG DISTANCE BEANS

In Phildelphia, 85 per cent of
the homes a r e single-family
dwellings.

STOMACH SUFFERERS
GET AMAZING RELIEF
The
HARVEY STOMACH
TREATMENT goes further
than most stomach treatments
on the market today. It is made
up of four different medicines.
One of the main ingredients is
belladonna.
We guarantee thee wonderful
medicine to relieve ulcer pains,
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
nervous and lack of pep feeling. Compare its price with
other Stomach preparations.
Start this treatment today —
there is no need to Rutter. Ask
your druggist for Harvey Tablets, SOLD ONLY AT

WOOD DRUG STORE
PRINCETON, KY.

SMARTER
THAN
EVER...

•

Berkeley, Calif. —(AP)— Boston may bask in her reputation as
a baker of beans, ,but most of
them come from California.
Agricultural experts here say
that for many years California
has been the only state producing some varieties In commercial
quantities. Standard limas, baby
limas, blackeyes, small whites,
and pinks, are all claimed as
Golden State beans.
Michigan, New York, and the
Rocky Mountain states compete
with the Great Northern variety,
pea beans, red kidneys, and
pintos.

T,taivrA. THE BIG VALUE ISIONE
You cou:d pay a thousand eollars more and
sha not get all the new &Had.,... extra room
...famous ruggedness of this great new Dodge
HERR'S BIGGER VALVE in smart new styling ... in ease of
handling ... in comfort . . in sound engineering. And in
actual dollies and cents, too, because the big new Dodge
costs just a few dollars more than the lowest-priced cars.
Despite its smart, low, graceful lines ourstms. Dodge is
higher., whirr, longer on the IISIDE to give you the mond.
Deft that spells solid comfort ... that 111P8111,
extra room for
sour head, sour legs. Less overhang front and rear makes
parking anti garaging simpler. easier.
See this great new !lodge. Sample the Mishit% performance
of the powerful high-eompression "Get-away Engine . .
the smoothness of Dodge Fluid Drive. Come in today.

Dei'vb,we
go Pri
r*Ittley's
ih muslin%
touch le%lu
inne to

NEW RIGGER VALUE

DODGE
Just o few dollars more
than the lowest-priced cord

..rtheey's_
NOW VAIdal
theill to the 0,60•1
nein of !lodge Fluid Ilrive. Gyroldis
to tree you from whiftinp, optional
torrotel model, at modera te ear,. co

ROWLAND MOTOR CO.PHO,. 3075
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Calumet Continues
Turf Supremacy
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County Agent's
Column

pasture and hay. The bred cows
were bought in the fall of 1947
for $106 per head.
• • •
Dixie Oliver, of Trigg county;
Claude H. Wood, of the Hopson
community; Vernon . Burchett,
Eddy Creek community, Caldwell
county, a n d K. B. Jacobs, of
Princeton, had the first four calves born last week as a result of
artificial breeding through the
services of the local Tr -County
Artificial Breeding Association.

CAGE PLATOONS?
Helena, Mont.-- (AP) —Coach
John Gagliardi of Carrol college
aimed some kidding at footban's
platoon system, asking why this
wouldn't work for basketball as

New York — While all of racBy R. A. Mabry
well.
$. Cynthia Lowry
ing continues to worry about the
have,
aPparentnames
lie
"We could use one platoon for
general betting decline, the
u.
bringing the ball up the court,"
Charles Drennan, member of
port In 1949 was noteworthy for
he said, "another for starting
the Butler 4-H Club, won first
tie-flamers, an anonyat least three reasons.
plays under the opponent's basoup with specialized voplace in the leaf grade with his
They were, in order, the con"
were in a frantic race
ket, another for out-of-bounds
dark air cured tobacco project at
tinued success of Warren Wright's
i
0
plays, another for free throws
he war. They were trythe 4-H tobacco show and sale
Calumet Farm, the imposing lid
and still another for putting the
,.utdo each other in pasheld at Madisonville recently.
two-year-olds and Jock,
of
•
• •
0,
oking and sultry words.
ball into the basket.
Charles had one-half acre of
Gordon Glisson.
books
account
Farm
Kentucky
— or should one say
brown leaf which yielded 905 lbs.
"Then we could require varall the good twoHowever,
county
the
at
available
",-- usually had French
and sold for an average of 29c. will be
platoons for defensive work.
ious
were not Calumet's.
year-olds
o
h
w
farmers
easy to understand, titilOne better than 300 pound bas- agent's office to
fives could be stationed at
The
the stable won well over
While
fee about
pound. The want them at a small
per
39c
for
sold
ket
places on the sidelines
nd full of dark hints.
strategic
straight
third
the
for
000
$100,000,
These acI.
half acre had 500 pounds of 6-2-6 the middle of January.
and enter the game when needed.
a the names and the
year to top the money winning
aid
to
designed
are
boAks
count
beA 'tally-ho' or 'hi-there-old-boy'
jog prose written for
owners its juvenile stars, Thorx PATIENT SLAIN: Dr. Hermann complete fertilizer applied
farmers in evaluating their year's
May.
rfume, women were givto the scorekeeper would be
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work
• • •
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Thirteen Hereford ;calves rais- income tax
game.
the
ears would turn them
for that, getting $23,150 first Abbie Barroto, (above) a cancer
John Cox of the year if properly kept.
into a combination of
it would be ideal. We wouldn't
money for the Champagne Stakes. patient, by injection 10 cubic ed by Minos and
weighed an averFredonia
veins.
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any gym classes. The boys
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the
where
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days ago in age of 556 poundS when sold the
ri. Any woman who heedfind something they could
could
old, Ponder, to do Mrs. Barroto died 26
r
three-yea
World
County General Hos- last of November at an average landed in France during
was assured a legion of
at in basketball, even if
excel
most of the winning. Surprise Hillsboro
of near 220 days old tor 24e per War II, was so named for the only catching the ball after it
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Wirephot
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pital.
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Derby.
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the
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•
pound. The cows and calves were Normans who settled there in the dropped through the basket."
• of
arriage foundering 70bPonder was the champion money atop Coaltown when the colt rah fed on grain bet were kept on 9th Century.
the wife was using the
who
year,
on,
the
Henricka
of
Eiler
bred
earning thorough
INTER EXPLAINS GEIGER:
M
a world record mile of 1:34 at
perfume or — worse— URANIU
found a deposit of uranium last August while prospecting in Upper taking $321,825.
Washington Park. Ben Civitello
'11 single? The wall beMichigan's Baraga county, demonstrates for his bride of three weeks
To mention Calumet without had the best one-day record, ridblossoms,
orange
and
ou
the use of the Geiger counter in detecting presence of radioactive word of its general manager- ing six straight winners at Bowie.
your type of perfume.
material, at Minneapolis, Minn. She is listening to the gadget's trainer combination of Plain Ben
Glisson might have ridden 300
was a great use of the clicking as it is brought into contact with the luminous dial of Hen- Jones and his son Jimmy would winners during the year but for
'amour.' Enchantress,' rickson's watch. (AP Wirephoto)
be like mentioning the Kentucky a Jamacia spill in which he broke
Condensed Report of Condition of
sorcery,"danger', 'fire'
without the late Col. Matt his collarbone. He had 249 winDerby
BOTTLE
TRUMPS
GUN
Some
knees.
play.
hits
to
male
big
a
human
received
k'
away ners at the time and lost six
Chicago — (AP) — A man who Winn. The colonel passed
turn manufacturer put his doubt was cast on the complete
but lived long enough to weeks of riding. However, the
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a
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sanddlwo
and
high in popularity with efficacy of musk
won by Ben 19-year-old former dishwasher
a menacing manner walked into see his 75th Derby
den picture. This heady as a husband-baiter.
Ponder for from Winnsboro, S. C., returned
saddled
Princeton, Kentucky
who
Jones
Abrato
turned
He
store.
Soon the perfume manufact- a liquor
rk shows a mustached
was to the sport for winter racing on
It
success.
Derby
fifth
his
orand
making a violent pass at urers were bringing o u t little ham Yanes, the manager,
mid-December
the cash regis- the fourth Derby for Calumet. the coast and by
At close of business December 31, 1949
pianist. The implication bottles bearing innocent, spright- dered him to open
winners.
Whirlwere
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even
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Pensive,
Ted Atkinson, popular rider
That was the trump away, Citation and
inkled herself liberally ("amusing) names. Some per- out a pistol.
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that
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trick
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turned
that
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by
starkly
fumes were called
• rtain type of essence.
ble, became the fourth of the
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year.
RESOURCES
of the flower-scent which game of wits. All the frustrated the
Ponder won modern American riders to achicame a turning point. name
Derby,
he
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the
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hand
his
in
$ 75,000 00
them. Others had Eng- robber had
Capital Stock
tly, the perfume-namers inspired
some mighty rich renewals, in- eve .1,000 winners. The others are
Cash & Due from Banks .. .$ 823,858.89
lish names which anyone could neck of a broken bottle.
75,000.00
Surplus
Jockey Club Gold Johnny Longden, Johnny Adams
the
e a little too far. People
cluding
e with embarrasment.
U. S. Government Bonds .... 1,200,500.00
75,000.00
• make little jokes about pronounc
dramatics or putting a new Cup, Arlington Classic a n d and Eddie Arcaro.
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Reserves
Unallocat
ements began calling atArcaro, incidentally, was guilof the elixirs to bring the Advertis
anti-histamine cold tablet on the American Derby.
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Profits
Other
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perfume,
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market, a perfume fellow is inCalumet's Coaltown, winner of ty of the worst riding boner
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opposed to the old haunting,
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Pimlico
Discounts
And
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product.
In
s,
year.
the
troducing his new
Washington Park Handicap
3,375.00
(regular)
doorsy" type of perfume would
he's gone back to the old stuff. was named "horse of the year." two and a half miles he pulled, up
1.00
House
Banking
not mark them as spinsters for
one
at
mile
Hills,
Extra Dividend (payable
Its pretty obvious an elusive Oddly enough, Greentree Stable's his mount, Blue
life.
1.00
4,500.00
1-15-50)
Furniture & Fixtures
gentleman hasn't a chance if a Capot turned back both Calumet and a half.
Finally, there appeared some
77
3,331,411.
"It thought the race was over,"
lady gets herself a dram aces.
smart
Deposits
806.43
Overdrafts
sion relic,es promptly because advertisements calling attention of this new parfum.
winnieg the Preak- said Arcaro. It was, as far as
after
Capot,
trouble
denials
the
urers'
to the manufact
ight to the seat of
concerned.
Its name will evoke weird mag- ness (Ponder was an also-ran), Blue Hills was
loosen and expel germ laden that perfumes would not bolster
and aid nature to soothe and a failing marriage, turn a com- ic, the savage beat of jungle scored over Ponder by a nose in
Railway and highway culverts
swamp the rich Belmont Stakes. In the
tender, inflamed bronchial
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into drums, the new wine of
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darns and hence beavers become
to make the back Coaltown by 15 lengths.
understanding you must like said right out loud, w as just ony, scarlet and gold,
and railCORPORATION
Greentree also tacked a note- nuisance when roads
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
it quickly allays the cough something you put on to smell senses reel. It will contain a
ts, nev- worthy setback on Calumet when roads are built.
ingredien
secret
re to have your money
of
couple
a
nice. It seemed too simple
er before used in parfum, guar- it's two-year-old star, Guillotine,
trend to last.
bring the most reluct- beat Theory in the r,ch Belmont
gh s,Chest Colds,B ronchitil j
Naurally, it hasn't. With all anteed to
Futurity.
ant male to heel.
Other two-year-olds that lookIt will also be the second most
expensive perfume on the mar- ed great were Oil Capitol, Mid- Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
ket. Undoubtedly, we'll all throw dleground, Hill Prince, Curtice
Dial 3211
away our pine, carnation, burn- and Blue Reading. The latter,
ing leaves and North Wind scents claimed by Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
REGULAR MEETING
and starting going Theda Bara Hirsch of West Los Angeles,
again.
Cailf., for $6,500 in September after failing to win his first four
Willemite, a mineral consisting starts, won his next seven.
of zinc silicate, was namThe bay colt by Reading Hmostly
Room
O'Clock - Lodge
ed for Wilhelm I, King of the Blue Alibi, has been the rage on
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Netherlands.
the west coast. The colt bred by
Edinburgh is the center of the Mrs. A. W. Ryan, has shown a
,
Hillery Barnett Sec'y.
British printing industry.
liking for distance.
Like Blue Reading, who was
unheard of last summer, Oil Capi17;
tol only hit the headlines after
winning the Pimlico Futurity.
The grey son of Mahmoud, bred
by P. A. B. Widener's Elmendorf
owe.
Farm, won six of 13 starts and
iod
$106,956. He is the lone horse in
\1
the stable of Thomas Gray of
•t
Tulsa and was acquired at the
Keeneland summer sales .for
$15,000 in 1948.
The long New York season of
196 days showed a 9.1 per cent
betting decline. Although the
wagering dropped here for the
fourth successive year, the $303,332,958 wagered still is considerably more than anything during
the pre-war period. The total attendance of 4,152,118, a 5.0 per
cent decline, is the poorest of the
POWER NEWS WITH
last six years.
A REAL PUNCH.,
One of the worst fires in racH•re's just on• part of Buick's three-way
ing history was t h e $6,000,000
power story for 1950— the brand new
blaze which destroyed Hollywood
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gest deal of the year
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nia breeding farm for $1,000,000.
all sire. Y ou'll get
a Buick beauty for 1950 to fit practically any budget
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mie and Assault, were retired.
all SUPER models,
winin 124 hp with Synmoney
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than
Stymie,
That there arc more
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for
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520, went to stud at the age of
72 x 108 .
to drive—too jam-packed with stepped-up,
$
power.
up
in
six.
higher-compression, ready-to-ramblc
81 x 99
Riding to fame with Calumet's
power —to be kept under cover.
That all models are big and roomy inside
famous devil's red silks was its
contract jockey, Steve Brooks.,
—some rear scats are better than a foot
some
o maybe you've already seen
That in the full line—SPECIAL,SUPER and
Besides winning some big
wider than before!—yet in every instance,
ROM:MASTER series—there is a Buick to
1950 Buicks on the highway.
stakes, Brooks in September rode
park
shorter over-all, so easier to handle,
fit
practically every budget above the very
tour Calumet winners on one day
up
"git
extra
Maybe you've noticed the
and garage.
lowest!
at Belmont Park. He also was
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Nation-Wide* Sheets

event
Down, way down . .. for Penney's January White Goods
stays
up
way
Up,
sheets!
Wide
• • . go prices on famous Nationqualservice
-wearing
long
Same
Penney's quality and workmanship!

and travel"they have—glimpsed the wide,
curving windshields (one piece in most
models)—noted, approvingly, that the
typical Buick taper is now found in all
Buick fenders.

EXPERTS AGREE
THAT MILK FROM

PRINCETON CREAMERY
IS THE
FINEST.'

M aybe you've even heard some things...

soft-to-theity muslins, bleached snowy-white; and finished with a cool,
Now's'
Wides!
Nationare
these
...
"wear"
touch texture. No doubt about the
moret
save
and
.
.
.
them
of
armload
an,
.
the time to buy sheets and cases .
say'
to
sbeet —you're sure
money! Compare quality for quality sheet for

all, maybe you've heard of
exciting news on price...
That Dynaflow Drive, for instance—
standard on ROADMASTER 131X1e1S, optional on all others— now costs
20% less than on 1949 models.

•
'II thrill to the -PAW"
FOrive. Gyro
uid

"
81
shilftim* 0#11
at moderate estro

THE STORE THAT THRIFT BUILT

Hadn't you better see him—right now—
and see if you, too, don't find Buick "top
choice for 1950"?

LOTS OP LUGOA01 SPACI, plus a high-fasisiort rear-and treatmont, graces
Suish toasted' Soden modols for 1950. MY Is the ROAD/ARMOR, and

above es this SWIM ruction of this nsuch-warifort 4-door, 6.peisensor Sedan.
.0

Imp

RA'/OE

/Offader

Ii
1.7.•

PENNEY'S

Sedan, °be of the new Buick body types
for 1950. At your Buick dealer's are more
actual models, the who're story on others.

PR/CE
10WATEYER YOUR

Penney's Cash and Carry prices are hard to beat!

jj

Pictured above is the 1950SUPER 4-door

Above

beeff•S Mem

When bettor essireims•billoa sr*
-

tsnui N0419J. TAYLOR, AOC N•LRYwk, Irmory

?hone year BMX d•al•ir lair•denimastradois—lffirlt Newt
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Creamery

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES

Dawson Rd.

Phone 2408

-

Monday ...nine.

Thursda , januor
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Warehouses
lett* of tol.,4ct a dray
Livestock Market
the two local
The cattle market here was Full At Madisonville
flours.
about 50e lower with the or.eoP(4 Ai') Half a Warehousemen have
remained
which
cows
tion elf
million pounds of UAW° com- prodsnateiy 45 1.er esteady.
posed of the Weed deliveriss of crop enwn in th,
1040
TOTAL HEAD
the present sales bemuse, were on delivered. With I
Long Fed Steers ..$24.00 27.00 the floors of Madisonville ware- er. they expect
Short Fed Steers .. 22.00 24.00 houses when salmi reopened Tues- have been brought`in
..
Medium Quality Butcher
next two or three wo
after the holiday recess.
71.0(1- 22:00 day
Cattle
continuation of a threeThe
17.00
100
'
Fat Cows
and-one-half-hour sales day will
It is estimated the:,
Canners and Cutters 11.00 15.00
000,000
16.50
15.00
people in Non,
Bulls
Air
For
Asks
18.00 23.00 Kentucky
Stock Cattle
20.00 23.00 Academy At Breckinridge
Feeder Cattle
Milk Cows, per hd.. 80.00 140.00 Washington — (AP) --- Ken .
VEALS
tucky has joined the list of states
30.50
Fancy Veals
wanting to provide • site for a To Rent, Buy or
30 00
No. 1 Veals
proposed U. S. air academy.
MODERN
27.10
No. 2 Yeats
Members of a Kentucky dele18,25
Throwouts
Secretary
Air
gation here asked
in Princeto.
HOGS
Symington to have the Camp
18.00
200-230
included among
Mreckinridge
site
6 rooms or
14.75
235-280
places to be inspected by site se14.25
285-350
lection committee.
Will Pay up to SIM
14.25
355 de up
A similar appeal was sent to
14.40
120-155
Gen. Carl E. Spaatz, chairman of
DIAL 3271
15.50
160-195
the committee.
Roughs, 350 lbs. &
13.00
under
12.50
Roughs, 355-450
Roughs, 455 lbs. & up 12.00
tobacco

Sandlick Road

Homefolks

(Continued from Page One)
Attending the Saldlick Road
Homemakers social Friday night
money be paid.
UK alumni, with 35 members at the old schoolhouse were Mr.
present at a dinner meeting at and Mrs. Klon Pickering, M. C.
Princeton Country Club Monday Cartwright, Vernon Taylor, Rognight, unanimously elected Low- ers Pickering, Howard Pickering,
ery Caldwell president of the Clinton Perry, Tilford Ladd, Lagroup here.
Rue Newson, Edwart Scott, Mrs.
Tillie Pickering,
Butler Tigers conquered Mar- Clay Scott
ion in the 24th annual Turkey Mrs. Eve Pickering and son,
Day classic at Marion with a score Frank; Ramona, Ray-burn, Sue
of 20-6.
and Jennie Pickering, Mr. and
December 8. Claude McCon- Mrs. Cash Gray and Betty and
nell won Caldwell County five- Mrs. George Markoff. After a
acre corn yield championship bountiful potluck supper, an old
when prizes were awarded at the time gossip feat and games were
annual Farm and Home Kiwanis enjoyed by all.
Well, the holidays are over and
dinner meeting Thursday night
we are starting on a New Year.
at Masonic Hall.
The court of appeals handed May it be a happy and p..osperdown final word Tuesday on a ous one to us to all. 1959 was a
damage suit that had been hang- good year, and if we'd all take
ing fire eight years and ordered time to count our blessings of the
H. W. Morse to pay John and past year we could face 1950 with
Maude Hughett $21,706 for fluor- more courage and faith.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hardrick
spar mined from the old Wilson
and children, Dotty and Jimmie,
Warehouse Road.
Christmas week-end with FANS NAB MAN TAKING PICTURES: Dr. C. B. McDonald, (left) of Oklahoma City snatches a
December 15. James R. (Jim- spent
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George handkerchief which an unidentified
‘
man, (center) was using to cover his face after McDonald and
my) Wallace, son of Mr. and Mrs.
other Oklahoma fans discovered hint taking motion picture of the secret Oklahoma football practice
Harry Wallace, Eddyville Road, Hardrick.
French
Bob
Mrs.
and
Mr.
spent
at Biloxi, Miss., Saturday. John Scafidi, assistant coach of the Buffalo Bills football team, holds the
named state winner of the boys
Wednesday with his man as police officer John Askins, Jr., conies in to give a hand. McDonald said residents of the
national 4-11 achievement contest, Tuesday and
it was announced by R. A. Mabry, aunt and uncle Mr. and Mrs. neighborhood told him the man had been taking pictures of the practice through the fence around
Tilford Ladd. He is sports an- the field. (AP Wirephoto)
county agent.
nouncer for WCIF, Madisonville,
Solemn requiem high mass was and recently completed a college
held for Mrs. John F. Loftus, Sr.,
radio course at the University of
at St. Paul's Catholic Church Chicago.
Monday. Mrs. Loftus died at
Mrs. Tillie Pickering and son,
Princeton Hospital Friday. from Howard,
FOR SALE—For clean, used cars
9180 or 2389 Work guaranteed.
were called to Paraa heart attack she suffered about gould,
and trucks, see Randolph
tic
Ar., on account of the ser10 days before.
Motors. Ford Sales and Serv- WATCH MAKING:
ious illness of her sister.
makes
All
ice.
Princeton churches announced
5-Ito and models. Clocks, Jewelry
Mr. and Mrs. Tilford Ladd entheir annual Yuletide programs, tertained with a six o'clock dinBy Frank Eck
FOR
ELECTRICA
L Appliances repaired. All work guaranteed.
including cantatas, pageants, spec- ner Tuesday night. Present were
New York — The comeback of
and Electrical Supplies, visit Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified
ial music, carol singing and par- Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Ladd, Jack
Slammin' Sammy Snead and the
Stallins and Kennedy Electric watchmaker. H. C. Russell,
ties.
Rodman and children, Jeff and near fatal injuries sustained by
tic
Service, 124 E. Main St, Phone Prop.
December 22. Harold Rudd, Lou Ann, Clinton Perry, Donald
Batam Ben Hogan featured the
Wickliffe, was elected chief of Ladd, Bob French, Madisonville,
AUTO
GLASS:
Sheet
safety
Y.,
2
and
1.
year in golf.
police at Monday night's regular Mallie Morse, Bill Morse, Evelyn
glass cut and installed in all
Golf was not without its interSnead, winner of less than
session of the city council. Other Ladd and Michael.
national incident. Locke, after
cars. Williams Texaco Service
$7,000
in
1948,
won
$33,073.88
members of the police force namStation, Corner Plum & main.
taking the Cavalier Specialists,
Rev. G. R. Pendergraph will
ed for one-year period were John conduct regular services Satur- during 1949 to top the profession- Greenbrier Pro-Amateur and the
Phone
557.
tfc
al
club
swingers for the second
Yandell, Albert Hagan and Ervie day night at 7 p. m., and Sunday
time. The White Sulphur Springs, Goodall Round Robin, was bar- FOR expert paint and body reMcCaslin. L. D. Wilson was re- at 11 a. m., at Lebanon
church, W. Va,. hillbilly led the money red in July by the Professional
pairs, see Randolph Motors.
elected to maintain the parking January 7 and 8.
Golfers' Association "for repeatearners in 1938 with $19,534.
Ford Sales and Service. ltc
meters. The council also re-elected failure to keep commitThe 37 year-old "golfer of the ments,"
ed R. G. McClelland -judge and ton,.and the Louisville area renotably an engagement FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
Gordon Lisanby, city attorney, ceived first deilvery from the 26- year"scored in eight tournaments, at Toledo's 'Inverness Club. Five
Cruiser control, shift to Scottinch pipeline December 22, when seven more than he had won the months later the
for a two-year term.
PGA announcAtwater. Warm up in neutral
previous year .His big victories ed
The Fredonia Valley Bank was the project went into operation.
it was up to Locke to apply
shift to reverse and forward. 4
March 17. Sam Steger bought were in the Masters and PGA for reinstatement.
robbed of $4,177 Wednesday in
He probably
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
/
2 h. p. with
an old-fashioned bank robbery the Young Lumber Yard on Cave tournaments. In the PGA match will, since he has won 10 tourshift. Williams Texaco Service
when three unmasked robbers en- street, from Raleigh Young, son play he beat Johnny Palmer of naments here in less
than three StationPlum and Main St.
tered the bank, denlanding the of the founder of the yard. The Badin, N. C., in the final, 3 and 2. years.
Phone 2445.
tic
new organization will be known
cash.
Snead's other tournament wins
Most improved pro was Dr.
were in the Western,Dapper Dan,
December 29. Mr. and Mrs. Wil- as Steger Lumber Co.
FOR
RENT:
Rooms
with
modern
Cary Middlecoff, young Memphis
The Band Boosters Club re- North-South, Greensboro, Washlis Goodaker, Route 1, celebrated
dentist. He won the U. S. Open, conveniences. 417 E. Main
their Golden - Anniversary at ported a total membership of 250 ington Star and West Virginia
street. Phone 2457.
27-Itc
beating Snead by one stroke. He
their home on Wilson Warehouse members by C. C. Bishop, presi- Opens. He also beat Charles
won five other tournaments and SUESCRIBE now to the Evansdent.
Road Christmas Day.
Ward of England, 6 and 5, in
tied Lloyd Mangrum of Dallas in
ville Courier and Evansville
The Texas Gas line recently
Dr. Elwood Cook was elected the Ryder Cup matches.
the Motor City Open.
Press. See or Call Billy Hamcompleted its project in Prince- Rotary president to succeed Dr.
Also to Snead's credit was a
After
Middlecoff
became dismonds. White St., or dial 3309.
W. E. Willis.
63, lowest 18-hole score of the gusted with his
golf and picked
27-1tc
Mrs. J. W. MeGough died sud- season. Palmer and Bob Hamil/
c>s
up
his
ball in one tournament,
denly Monday afternoon at her ton of Landover ,Md.,
also shot he returned to the tourney trail SEE the Senior Class Play, "Out
home on Maple Avenue, follow- 63's. In the U. S. Open,
Snead a few days later. The 28-year - Of This World", a mystery coming a heart attack. She was a life- was runner up for the third
time. old pro of three years won the
edy at Butler High School
long resident of Caldwell County.
Hogan, who led the money Rio Grande Valley,
Auditorium Thursday night,
Miami fourIt was announced that Rubinoff, winner in 1948 with $32,112,
ap- ball, Jacksonville Open, GreenJan. 19, at 7:30 p. m. 27-1tc
violinist, would give a concert peared on his way for another
brier Individual and Reading
here March 25, at Butler Auditor- banner year until a February
FOR RENT: Three-room house
Open.
ium, sponsored by Jaycees.
(without bath) on S. Seminary
automobile accident in which he
Britain again fared rather poorat. McConnell Electric Co. 27-1tc
suffered fractures of the pelvis ly against
Americans in internaand collarbone near El Paso, tional
Hughey Is New
competition. The U. S. won FOR RENT: Several nice apartTex. In January he won the Bing the Walker
Cup matches, 10-2,
ments; Phone 2550 after five
Federated Manager
Crosby Individual and Long and scored
in the Ryder Cup,
p. m.
W. J. Hughey, of Danville, and Beach, Calif.,
27-tfc
Open crowns. At 7-5.
a Butler Bros. representative the close of
the year he was preCharles R. Coe of Oklahoma
since 1941, assumed the manag- paring for a
comebacic.
City led the amateurs, winning
ership of Federated Stores JanuThe British Open went to Bob- the U. S.
Amateur and the Transuary 1, it is announced by Mrs. by Locke, the South
Mrs. Herschel Lamb and son
African who Mississippi, the only two
simon- visited
Ree I. Engelhardt, owner. Mr. hart trimmed
Mrs. Sadie Poe Saturday.
America's best pure-tournaments he
entered. He
Hughey, his wife and daughter, pros, while Max
Mr. and Mrs. Tencate left, SatMcCready of also led the amateurs
in the
Carrie Ella, are at home on East Ireland won the
urday for Chicago.
British Ama- Masters.
Main street. A son, Bill Dave, is teur, beating Willie
Miss Mable Beshears has reTurnesa, 1947
Louise Suggs of Atlanta won
Est.or.x monru DC BUIL/6141GS( in the Army Air Corps.
winner from White Plains, N. the
women's national open, but it turned from Evansville.
Mr. David Stallings is slowly
remained for a 15-year-old Los
Angeles miss, Marlene Bauer, to improving.
Miss Atha Stallings was in
steal the spotlight among the female golfers. She won the jun- Murray Monday.
Mrs. Alta Glass visited her
ior girl's and western junior
crowns besides reaching the semi- daughter, Mrs. R. C. Chambers.
finals of the women's amateur one day recently.
Mrs. Zora Franklin visited Miss
and the final of the Texas Women's Open. In the Pacific North- Lola Veal last week.
Mr. Kenneth Darnell has rewest and Cali.-championships she
was medalist. Mrs. Dorothy Porter turned to school in Lexington.
Miss Amarlysis Rollins visited
won the women's amateur.
Longest hole-in-one went to in Clarksville during the holiJack Hoffman, former Holly- days.
The people in this community
wood cowboy. He cut across a
par four 335-yard hole at Detroit's extend sympathy to Mrs. Illamay
Indianwood course and the 2.10- Veal and Mrs. Irene Clayton in
pounder's ball plunked in the hole the passing of their father, Mr.
Bill Lamb.
—and stayed there.
The shortest putt missed was SWIMS FOR
MEALS
the hard luck of Bill Nary, 34, of
Springfield, Ill. — (AP) —
Your car takes a terrific beating in zero weather
San Francisco. During the Harl- There's one cat
and should be
near here that
ingen, Tex., Open his ball was not only
cared for accordingly.
swims but gets his daihanging on the lip of the cup. He ly food at the
same time.
hit it against the back of the hole The cat
dives into Lake Springbut it failed to drop.
field after it spots a fish in the
Just goes to show there's no water which is
way over its head
such thing in golf as a "gimme." and comes
up with a meal.

Comeback By Snead
Grabs 1949 Golf
links Spotlight

Classified Ads

L

Dawson Road

A LTO N 1.1.
TEA!
(2.eola
- PLFTON
t

ZERO
WEATHER

Makes Extra Demands
On Your Car......

Our Mechanics will take
care of your car...
Battery - Ignition
Lubrication
Winter Oil

JORDAN'S Most Sensational Money
Saving Event of the Year

Anti-Freeze
Tires - Chains

3% Additional Discount if Cash
For 8 Days Only - Ends Jan. 12th

Weather
Report:

Colder
DUNN AND OLIVER
S. W. DUNN

N. E. Ct. Sq.

R. M. OLIVER
Phone 2662

STORE WIDE - NOTHING RESERVED
Except A Few Fair Trade Items

MANY - MANY SPECIALS
THROUGHOUT THE STORE

Jordan Furniture Co..

1th & Main

Incorporated

voreeeitia

yeas

iensniP
WANTED prese

PRINCETON 39. TRIGG 34 ....
Butler high Tigers
Cadiz —
of Princeton edged the Trigg
county high school cagers 39-34 in

sent here,
Associati

We will have open house all day and u
o'clock Saturday night at the New Home of
Ferguson Tractor and the Ferguson System
plements on the Hopkinsville Road. The
1950 Ferguson Tractor is here and will be
display along with the newest Ferguson I
ments. Come and look over our New bui
and the newest thing in Farming.

Forwards: Williamson 14, Oritt
5, Bai rett 6.
Centers: Lewis, Babbs.
Guards: Lee 11, Franklin 3,
Lear.
Trigg (34)
Forwards: Stallions 3 Bridges
8, Carr 1.
Center: Bush 12.
Guards: Birdsong 3, Cunningham 3, Audas 4, Simmons.

a

entertainment.

Remember it's open house

rodent.
Also, we are opening our

FOR SALE
Electric Hot Water Heaters
Electric Stove, restaurant type
Electric Refrigerator
Electric Toaster
Rocking Chairs
Extra Chairs
Wardrobe
Radios
Kitchen Cabinets, metal
Metal Utility Cabinet
Breakfast Table, chrome
Electric Batteries, car
House Paint
Several Small Items
CALL 2016
(Arnold Ligon Truck
Line)

prev l°
the citizens
r for win
are:
D. Dutin* 1933
1934; John

Leal A. Kelly,
1937; R
missef, Sula
gev.LeroY B

Wood, 1941.

Beginning at 7:30 P. M., we will show free M
and have String Music, by local talent, for
everyone invited.

The beaver is

KiWaniS '
TO Be
staugi:tres:i
teui0sl:tadrenO
tchoi:tarnoudr ieltes dicorithluG,ditO
riubnltobnunewinriteontileo7
01:ticotaelLort:eatiezcsjldit gin o

OPEN HOUSE - ENTERTAINM
Saturday, January 7, 1950

a closely played basketball game
here Tuesday night.
Princeton led at every quarter.
Williamson, with 14 points,
paced Princeton and Bush, with
10, led the Trigg attack.
Score by quarters:
Princeton
11 22 33 39
9 20 26 34
Trigg
Lineups:
Princeton (39)

New Filling

Static

with each purchase of Five gallons or more

livered into tank of vehicle of "That Good
Gasoline" or Gulf No-Nox, we will give
quart of Gulfpride Motor Oil Free, on the
ing day only.

were S. J..
.1 J. Rosenth
Tanner. 1944:
G. G. Harrals
an
ns,
, 1948.

ie Croft Inj
mobile
Croft, 4
road, and fo
y sheriff, vr
is Stazrt Hos
Saturday
head inittrits
the rear ecsd
Cadiz road:

's Oliver repo
oft was
t 7 p. in. Sat

H. C. P'POOL TRACTOR &
IMPLEMENT CO.

Or See E. B. VENSON
Ni W. Main St.

APPLE SAUCE, White House
19 oz can .

15(

APPLE BUTTER, Dutch Girl
28 oz. jar

GREEN BEANS, Nancy Joe, cut
19 oz. can

CHERRIES, South Haven, red sour
pitted, 19 oz. can

LIMA BEANS, Scott County
dried, 19 oz. can
PORK & BEANS,Scott County
large No. 2i4 Can

COFFEE, Monarch, Breakfast Cup
or Parker House, lb.
CORN. Can-D-Lite, wh. Cr. Style
Co. Gentlemen, 19 oz. call
3SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist
2 lb.
FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain

TOMATO CATSUP, Mary's Choice
14 ox. bottle 15c, 2 for
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Red Cross
3 pkgs.
()RANGE JUICE, Osage
46 oz. can
CONDENSED MILK, Sunshine
tall can
MUSTARD, Economy, Peppery Hot
32 oz. jar
PEAS, Handy, standard
20 oz. can
MOLASSES, New Orleans, Rockland
genuine, lb.
PUMPKIN. Autumn Harvest
29 oz. can Vic,
2 for
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
lb.

29‘

id.
'or-ding to th
the truck,
Eli Thomas
parked at the

the truck
iver of the
listed as gime

redotsia.

DAISY CHEESE, Wisconsin, full
cream, lb.

BABY FOOD, Gerber's Asst.
Strained, 4,s oz. can

here be is c
the actievat

t tail' light
trouble. Cr
down th
car and

Red Front Offers

ors Of C
Choose
rs of the
Couhtry Club
Lamb preaid
meeting of t
en Monday
vice,presict
year 1960 w•
Dr, N T
lion at it...

0
,
0

ta.t.iao

25 lb. bag
MACKEREL, Fresh, Salt,

15(
15(

14 oz. average
each
GREENS, Turnip. Kali or Mustard
Nancy Lee, No. 2 can
KRAUT, Lang,
large 211 oz. can .
MILK, Cloverleaf dry solid.
7 oz. pkg.
PEACHES, Remarkable, sliced
large 29 oz. can ,
TOMATO SOUP, Castle Haven,
1114 ox. can 9c,
3 for

19(

CIGARETTES, Popular Rrands,
only (tax inc.) carton

35f
1 I(

15(
10f

_
rthside Bo
Irvington

Rev. li•in
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Fresh Fruits and Produce

PRE-INVENTORY - PRE-MARKET

CLEARANCE!
10% Discount On All Purchases

of

COBBLER POTATOES, Indiana, US
No. 1, 100 lb. bag
APPLES, fancy WInesaps
3 lbs.

99

2Sc

YELLOW ONIONS,
5 lb. mesh bag

CABBAGE,
10 Ms

Meat Specials
SUGAR CURED JOWL
lb.

lit

SLICED BACON.
1 lb. layers

Red Fromit Stores

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily

WSON,Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
MIS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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